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CSEA no closer to contract
 
By 
Denise  
Zapata
 
Daily staff
 writer 
Despite
 
agreement
 on a 
negotiated
 
union  
contract.
 
Califomia-State
 
Uni-
versity
 
employees
 may not
 he any 
nearer
 to 
a contract
 
than
 they 
were 
14 
months  
ago. 
Wednesday.
 representatives
 
front  
the California State 
Employees  As-
sociation
 
(CSEA),  the 
union that 
represents
 CSU 
employees,
 were
 on 
campus to answer questions
 
about
 
the contract
 and to 
urge  
members
 
to 
vote.
 
The union vote,  which is the first 
part of the ratification
 process.
 
may  
be futile because CM  epresenta-
tives say ,the 
bargaining  process
 is 
not 
complete.
 
CSU representatives want to in-
clude a clause that will prevent the 
employees' union from seeking leg-
islation 
on 
issues
 addressed in 
the 
contract.  
Currently. the CSEA is seeking 
state  legislation
 on personnel 
issues.
 
including 
promotion 
policies. CM' 
representatives 
want the WI 11111
 lii 
drop the legislation
 
because  
Mose
 is 
sues have been
 resolvedI 
the con-
tract. 
CSEA representatis es claim the 
proposed contract. vs hich does not 
include the legislative 
restriction,  
was  agreed to and signed 
by CM' 
representatives. 
But CSU 
representatives
 
say  
the 
negotiation  
process
 ll:11 1101 
com-
pleted
 and that
 they 
viII insist 
on
 
the 
stipulation before they agree to the 
contract. 
'We  put 
language in the contract 
that deals 
with 
those  
issues.-  
sand
 
Laverne
 Diggs. CM' employee rela-
tions specialist 
"They can deal 
with
 those issues 
through 
negotiation or legislation. 
but not 
both,-  she said. 
CSEA Div 
!NUM I 
hrector
 Vet011 
Smith accused ('S I 
epi 
eseut  
nit 
"regressive 
bargaining." 
les an 
act of had 
faith.-
 Smith 
said.  "They're 
saying  'now that
 we 
agreed,  we want to 
take back part 
of 
what
 we agreed to.' " 
After 11 
months
 without a 
con-
tract.
 
CSEA 
members
 are in the pro-
cess of 
ratifying  the proposed
 
con -
t met . 
The 
CSEA  has 
distributed
 
ballots
 
to all 
members.  If union 
members
 
stile  in favor of the
 contract, it 
will  
then 
proceed  to the 
next step, 
which  
is a 
CSU trustees 
vote.  
But 
even if the union 
ratifies the 
contract.
 CSU trustees
 will most 
likely
 
vote
 to reiect
 it. 
Diggs said vs ithout
 the 
stipulation  
preventing  
legislation.  
Chancellor  
Ann 
Reynolds 
would  recommend
 
that the board 
of 
trustees  reject the 
contract.
 
-The 
board  cannot
 ratify 
some-
thing 
the union
 is pursuing
 in 
Sacra-
mento.-  she 
said.  
The 
union
 
has 
known  
throughout
 
the negotiation  process 
that 
contract
 
approval
 hinges 
on inclusion 
of 
the 
clause. according to Itiggs
 
She  said the 
CSEA  hasn't 
re-
stonded 
to
 letters and phone
 calls in 
viting  them to resume
 negotiation.
 
"We've 
told them for 
over
 a 
year 
not to 
continue to 
pursue legis-
lation.-  Diggs
 said. 
The  union's effort
 to ratify 
the 
contract
 is most likely 
an "organiz-
ing 
drive."
 she 
said.  
"They 
're using the 
contract to 
get 
attention 
and get new 
members,"
 
Diggs  said. 
-They're  running
 out of 
money
 and they 
need
 new 
members.  
I understand V, I) 
they re doing 
it. -
See
 
('SEA.
 
Mier-  6 
Mike 
Dafferner  Daily 
stall  
photographer
 
SJSU emplo ee union 
representatives
 discuss contract issues 
The Rec Center
 
The Rec Center is one of 
history. What 
follows
 is a 
will open this morning. 
the most bitterly divisive issues in SJSU 
brief synopsis of its 
troubled  record. 
September, 
1981Robert
 Bronzan, former 
football  coach and project consultant, first
 envisions a 
10,000 scat facility costing 
$7 million to $10 million. 
March, 1982Students
 vote to build a $13 million 
building funded by a $10 
student fee increase. 
March, 1984Students 
vote to "Stop the
 Rec"
 
because features 
such as child care and student 
organization space had been
 cut from the building, 
which  is now budgeted at 
$14.2 million. 
November, 1984The
 managing entity of the Rec 
Center claims the 
wording of the "Stop the Rec" 
referendum was unclear.
 A 
new
 election results in a 
vote to build 
the facility. The margin was 111 votes. 
May, 1985CSU
 Trustees approve a budget with 
basic construction cost to $17 million. 
July, 1986Cost is raised to $22.5 million. 
March, 1988A report is issued that questions the 
competence of the contractor and citcs 
incomplete 
drawings by the architect. 
December, 1988Associated Students sued CSU 
for denying it the right to sue over mismanagement of 
the 
project.  
February, 
1989Judicial
 decision results
 in 
A.S. 
losing power of attorney, rendering 
it incapable of 
taking any legal action. 
February,
 1989Due to cost overruns
 and other 
expenses, 
cost of Rec Center balloons to $33 
million.  
May 8, 1989 -- Rec Center
 opening scheduled. 
2016Students complete payment
 on the original $56 
million, 30 -year bond 
loan. 
Students  
reject
 
fee 
hike  
By Mary R. Callahan 
Daily
 stall writer
 
A student referendum calling 
for a $10 increase
 in instructio-
nally 
related activities (IRA)
 
fees
 
lost Wednesday and 
Thur.
 
day  
by nine votes. 
The referendum would have 
increased IRA
 fees from $5 to 
$15 per student,
 per semester.  
Additionally,  it would have re-
pealed a 1986 
referendum  that 
required the Associated Students 
to use at 
least
 30 
percent
 of A.S. 
fee revenues tor IRA funding. 
The fee hike was voted down 
by a 475-466 
vote.  There were 
three ills alid  votes
 reported,
 for
 a 
total
 vote 
count  of 944. 
IRAs
 
include
 co -curricular ac-
tivities such 
as Spartan Marching 
Band. Intercollegiate Athletics,
 
Forensics  and Symphonic Band. 
The special election was 
prompted by controversy sur-
rounding the 
proposed  A.S. bud-
get 
for  next year. 
The A.S. budget committee 
presented  
its 
recommendations
 
for 1989-9(1 last month. These 
suggested included 
budget cuts 
that brought IRA funding down 
to about 25 percent
 of A 
S.
 fee 
A.S
 
Vote
 
How  
they
 
voted  
No- 475
 
50.48%  
Yes- 466
 49.52% 
What
 it means
 
1. 
Maintains  
$5
 IRA fee.
 
2.
 Lets stand 
requirement
 that 
A.S. 
use at least
 30% of 
A.S.  
fee 
revenues
 to 
fund
 
IRAs.
 
revenues, 
below the 
minimum 
funding level established in 
1986. 
"The loss was by nine 
(votes) that blows my mind." 
said Deborah Warren, director of 
non-traditional minority affairs 
and a member of
 
the budget 
committee.  
Warren said she fully sup-
ported the referendum hut 
thought there
 was little chance it 
would he passed. 
"I  didn't expect it 
to win, but I 
expected 
it
 to lose by a greater 
amount a lot more votes 
than  
nine.
-
She and several other
 mem-
bers of the A.S.
 have asked for a 
recount, because the 
ballots  
were  
hand -counted.
 
Warren  
said 
However,  A.S. Piesident
 
elect Scott Santandrea,  
who  
also  
backed 
the referendum. 
site 
gested a 
recount  would 
"ills
 
he 
necessary if more 
students
 had 
voted.
 
"If you don't get
 more than 1.-
100 votes.- it is inappropriate 
to 
approach  the chancellor
 tor 
ap 
proval  
of a tee hike, he said 
"The 
vi 
tie
 w as so close that 
there was
 no overwhelming
 
di,  
sion either way.- Sant:Indic., 
said. 
The students
 essentially said 
'I'm not sure,- he said 
Santandrea
 
intends
 to 
discuss
 
the 
Issue
 
vs Ith 
RI II ( 
Banning 
of Styrofoam 
products 
sought
 
by environmental
 group 
IV Mary Hayes 
Daily staff writer 
Styrofoam used by SJSU Food 
Service is a waste and
 an environ-
mental hazard. say 
members of 
SJSU's 
Environmental Resource 
Center 
(ERC).  
Members of the ERC are 
meeting  
with Food Service 
directors  today in 
hopes
 of 
persuading  
them  to discon-
tinue 
use  of Styrofoam food 
and 
drink containers on 
campus. 
Food Services 
stopped  using Sty-
rofoam manufactured with chlorof-
luorocarbons (CFCs). agents 
that 
erode the earth's 
ozone  layer. in Jan-
uary.. 
However.
 
Styrofoam  is 
made with 
tossi I fuel, a precious yet quickly di-
minishing natural resource.
 said 
ERC Director Phil 
Woodward. 
Styrofoam  also 
contributes  to 
landfill and litter 
problems
 because it 
is non
-recyclable  and decomposes
 at 
an 
extremely  low 
late,  he 
said.  
San Francisco State
 University 
and the city of 
Berkeley  have already 
passed 
legislation  banning the 
use  of 
all Styrofoam food and
 drink con-
tainers.
 
ER(' %anis 
SJSU  Food 
Service to 
switch  over to paper products,
 which 
cost 
about
 two cents more per pack. 
Fiesta!
 
5.151;
 Cinco de Mayo 
lestiv dies offered a 
wide  array of Hispanic
 
music and dance
 performances Friday. 
(Lein 
Alejandro Gonzaltv. senior
 Spanish Literature 
major,  
plays
 his
 Hold() along with   of 
the many hands that performed in 
t he Student t .nion ..Ampit heat re. 
(Right) Willie Gallo. a sess
  player with local hands. 
plays I Alin 
percussion
 in the amphitheatre 
with a hand put together 
for the event 
by David Rios. 
Mike 
Dafferner
 Daily 
staff 
photographer
 
age, or reusable containers, such as 
ceramic  mugs. 
Food 
Service Director Jerry Mim-
naugh said if there is enough evi-
dence that students would rather use 
paper products than 
Styrofoam,
 a 
switch -over will be made. 
"We're a market -driven depart-
ment," he said. "I'm in no 
argu-
ment  with (ERC's) right to do that, if 
it's what 
the students want. But there 
is an extra cost involved.'' 
ERC member Claire Butler said
 
the extra
 cost 
for paper 
products
 
should not be an issue. 
-les the 
moral  ,thing 
to 
do, 
whether or not Food Service chooses 
to charge students 
five cents or two 
cents more per container. 
Over the past few 
months.
 
ERC 
has circulated a petition around cam-
pus that
 requests Food Service
 
to 
stop 
using 
Styrofoam
 containers.
 So 
far. between 
1,500 and 2,000 
people  
have signed it, Woodward
 said. 
"We're trying to show there is a 
broad support,- Woodward said. 
"It's been so easy to get signa-
tures..
  
Woodward said if they cannot get 
the cooperation of Food 
Service,
 
they will ask the Associated Students 
to take a stand on the 
issue.
 
'It's the 
moral  thing 
to do, whether 
Food
 
Service  
chooses  to 
charge  
students five cents 
or 
two.'  
 
Claire
 Butler, 
ERC 
member
 
The  
ceitter's  
biggest
 
1:1111Cel  II Is
 
ihie 
inappropriate  use 
ot 
fossil fuel,  
Woodard 
said  
hitch is a 
non-renos 
able 
source,  and we 
are 
rurinm
 
out 01 
it,- he 
said. 
"There
 
is 
a 
diTosable
 
mentality
 
we've  
come
 to
 
in 
this  
country
 . We %mid
 like 
to see 
the 
university
 get aviay 
licen that 
men-
tality  
" 
Woodvs  ard 
said 
paper products
 
aren't
 
completely
 
w ithout 
tault. but 
they 
are  -a 
step 
in the right 
direc-
tion... 
re 
FOAM.  Page .5 
SJPD
 to increase force 
By Shelby Grad 
Daily stall 
writer  
A plan to 
hire  up to 250 new 
San 
Jose police
 officers 
over the 
next 
five years
 was hailed by 
community  
leaders 
as 
one  step in 
making  the 
neighborhoods
 around 
SJSU
 safer 
The plan.
 vs hicln was adopted 
last 
week by 
the  Sall Jose 
City  Council,  
calls  for the hiring 
of
 between 40 and 
50
 new officers 
a year for the 
next 
five years. 
This  comes at a time 
when 
statis-
tics show that San 
Jose  has 
fewer
 pin -
lice 
officers
 per 
capita  
than  other 
major U.S. cities.
 
Members
 of People 
and  Commu-
nity Together (PACT). a 
downtown  
church
-based  
organization.
 hope the 
decision will bring added 
police
 
pro-
tection
 to some  of the high
-crime
 
areas 
of
 
downtown.
 
PACT 
members,  who led the 
c ttttt munity 
ethyl  earlier this year 
to
 
improve
 
conditions
 of the Lucky 
Food  Center on Seventh and 
Santa 
Clara streets,  have
 placed increased 
police
 patrols
 as a 
high priority
 when 
meeting with city 
leaders like Coun-
cilwoman  Susan Hammer, said Jon 
Pedigo of 
PACT.  
'I would like to think our work 
contributed to the 
decision,-  Pedigo
 
said. "I think this will help the 
corn-
munity."
 
Additional officers will be distrib-
uted to 
different parts of the city 
through the use of a 
computer
 model 
that evaluates 
where  they are most 
needed,  said San
 Jose Police Depart-
ment
 Sgt. Gary 
Johnson. 
It 
is likely that some of the new-
officers
 
will 
replace
 those
 taken out 
of 
the 
downtown  
street
 
crime  
unit 
last year. Johnson 
said.  
Dow
 mown is the 
smallest
 if
 our 
12 districts, hut it is also
 
the
 inn nst 
densels
 
11(1.ml:tied... he said ''shire
 
on!.
 els are needed there (than in 
mho 
aleasi
 " 
Elie I 'no. cisity 
Ikpaitnient
 
patio's
 
the 
tie. 
vs 
thin a I wile 
ta 
thus 01 the
 
campus.
 
hill oven
 thin'
 last 
year
 
his
 
attempted
 
to
 ,.iiiisolidah
 is
 
coverage around S.00. I oot pan 
Is
 
through 
campus 
and inside  'iii di 
have been 
empliasi/ed 
iv 
ti  
ml 
nnnti 
town
 
car 
patrols.
 
UPI) Chiel  
kin 
Abeyta said 
The SJPIV
 starting
 increase  is al 
soan attempt
 to 
ease  the ratio of 
one police Mittel
 to 
I ix 
)0 
residents
 
from the current 
level 
nit
 I 4 
to
 1.6, 
according  SJPI) fiqures
 
The city' had a population
 
oi
 
1100 in 1988,
 and had 
998
 ott
 is 
en
 
San Jose lags 
behind
 
411110' ( 
fl/rtlia  cities in the olficer 
iatio: I 
its
 Angeles has 3 3 million 
people and 
7,1510  
officers,  
and  San 
Francisco has 
7.41,300
 
people
 
and 
1.8711
 officers
 
The extra 
pol,,e
 
htrnngs.iiincide
 
, PO/ II / rite, 0 
1988
 police
 
ratio: 
Los Angeles --
population: 3.3 million
 
officers: 7.000 
San 
Diego --
population:
 741.300 
officers: 1.870
 
San Jose --
population: 732.000 
officers: 998 
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Editorial
 
Let 
Prop.103
 
work
 
The people 
have spoken, and the 
wheels of 
justice
 have done 
their job. 
Now, it time
 for the insurance
 compa-
nies
 across 
California  to 
obey  the law. 
The 
California  
Supreme
 Court 
Wednesday  
approved 
key portions
 of the 
landmark
 Proposition
 103, which
 calls for 
far-reaching
 insurance 
rate rollbacks
 of up 
to 
20
 percent. 
Proposition  
103,
 the only 
one  o 'four 
insurance
-related 
initiatives
 to be 
passed  
by the 
state's 
voters
 last 
NovemIler,  
reflected a 
revolt  against
 the 
skyrocketing
 
auto  
insurance
 rates that
 have c 
amped  
people's  
budgets,
 and even
 cat ,,ed 
some
 to 
lose their
 ability to 
drive.  
It was 
the only 
proposition
 packed 
by 
consumer
 advocate 
Ralph  Nader and 
the  
only 
initiatives
 that did 
not  I ave the 
taint
 
of the 
insurance  and 
attome-'s
 lobby, 
which 
sponsored  other
 pro, Positions. 
Proposition 103 
is to insurance what 
Proposition
 13 was to 
property
 t xes a 
decade
 ago: an egalitarian
 reaction to a 
problem  getting out of 
hand.  
The Supreme Court declined
 to touch 
major 
elements  of the proposition
 -- most  
importantly,
 the rate rollback 
element
 of 
the law. 
While allowing
 for rollback modifica-
tions if the insurance 
underwriter  can 
prove "fair and reasonable" 
return,
 the 
Justices 
wisely agreed not to 
fiddle  with 
the will of 
the people. 
Experts have speculated
 that underwrit-
ers will 
attempt to use the "fair and rea-
sonable" clause to hold 
up rollbacks. Such 
actions would be 
unwise.  
For
 one, consumer advocates agree that 
the rate rollback will still
 leave insurance 
companies
 with a tidy sum. Therefore, 
any attempted blockage 
would  only delay 
the 
inevitable. 
Secondly, further litigation would 
cost 
them money they
 could write-off through 
the rate 
reductions.
 
In 
short, the process 
in
 which 
Proposition 103 
was  placed into law is a 
model:
 the people and the court, 
after  
careful 
constitutional
 evaluation, 
approved
 the vote. 
Insurance 
underwriters  should get the 
message 
and start writing the rollback
 
checks.  
Editor,
 
Ms. Kramer's naive "History les-
son" column in May 3 
Spartan 
Daily aptly demonstrates why there 
is still a need for events like the 
Yom Hashoah service, 
and for all of 
us to have a better understanding of 
the consequences of acts of violence 
by 
leaders and their followers. 
Kramer blames
 the few in power
 
for destroying the image  of the 
German people, yet it is difficult to 
believe that nearly all of the 20 mil-
lion German soldiers were innocent 
14-ycar-olds like her father, who 
were unaware of 
what was going 
on. 
Although three million "inno-
cent" German soldiers died 
in
 bat-
tle, 
during  
World  War II nine 
mil-
lion other European soldiers died; 
along with hundreds of thousands of 
American  soldiers, and 
70,000
 
British civilians, battered by bombs 
dropped  by a few of
 the
 "had" 
Germans.  
The
 Holocaust 
itself,  was not 
borne with Nazi Germany, nor did it 
die when WWII ended, but 
Germany's version
 did systemati-
cally destroy not 
only six million 
Jews, but 
Gypsies,  political oppo-
nents, sick
 and
 retarded people, 
and  
others deemed 
undesirable,  includ-
ing many Slays. 
While Kramer would like to put 
the Holocaust
 behind her (and from 
the sparse 
attendance on campus,
 
most on campus 
did), since 
WWII,  
there have been far
 too many atroci-
ties
 committed , all 
but  dismissed 
except by the very 
concerned  and 
organizations
 such as Amnesty
 
International
 
In the 1970s, 
under Uganda's ldi 
Amin's 
administration,
 over 
300,000 
opponents  were murdered; 
in 
Cambodia, over a 
million people 
were killed by 
executions and 
enforced
 
hardships;  and 
in 
Forum
 
MY 
COUNTRIES,  tIS 
OF
 11-4EE 
SWEET 
LANDS  
Cc
 
CLIfZIZEK1CY.
   
Who's friends 
are 
they,  anyway? 
Are my 
friends  my friends or are 
they yours? 
In the past few months I've had 
too many people try 
and tell me 
who my friends should be and how 
much friendship we should
 have. 
I'm sorry but please get the hell out
 
of my personal life. 
People
 that have been 
held  in 
high respect professionally and 
per-
sonally by me, I 
now  look upon 
with disgust,
 and laughter. 
Why laughter? Because I have 
what they don't. A strong bond with 
a few (mainly 
one).  And they can't 
break it. They
 are, 
td
 put it mildly, 
jealous.
 
I don't question
 a person's 
friend -never have 
and  never will. 
I was asked a question not 
to
 
long ago by a friend, "What to you 
is power?" My 
answer was 
"Respect."
 Not domination or con-
trol, but respect. 
I don't care for 
someone
 to ques-
tion how much
 of a friendship 
myself and another has because of a 
single incident. That is 
out  of line. 
What I have with 
another  is known 
by me and that 
individual
-not an 
outsider.
 
Matthew
 
D.
 
Anderson
 
I 
can  understand
 how someone
 
would react
 in a 
manner
 they 
shouldn't.  But 
what bothers 
me
 is 
that the
 they 
have  made, 
they will 
never  realize.
 I can tell 
them 
all I want to 
about  the friend-
ship I have 
with others -but 
why 
should 
I?
 My friends 
are  just that, 
my 
friends.
 
All I ask 
is that personal
 attacks 
or feelings
 stay out of 
the  room. If 
and
 how 1 choose to
 be friends with 
someone is my 
choice. 
Don't 
let  people tell
 you that 
your 
friendship  with
 someone 
is a 
hindrance.  It 
isn't.  If your 
happy  
with
 that person 
then that is 
all that 
matters.  
I've 
been told that 
my
 best friend 
isn't 
going to be there
 in 20 years. 
I'd 
like
 to laugh 
out loud if 
I can. 
HA! 
The
 friendship 
I have is 
one  that 
they 
won't  (and don't) 
have.  They 
know 
it
 and expect to 
shape my life
 
by telling
 me what 
they
 profess to 
know.
 
It doesn't 
bother  mc 
because
 I 
just sit 
there.  
and 
listen.tolhe
 
his, 
being.bkaaramy way.  
The
 hpaugy to put 
my
 feelings 
perspecTiVe is to 
borrow  a line 
from Joe 
Jackson's  song 'Real Men'. 
It's saying does not fit me, but it's 
meaning does. 
"Don't call me a faggot
 unless 
you 
arc a 
friend."  
Too many people arc trying to 
figure
 out how to get 
to the type
 of 
friendship I have with the one that 
counts. 
Don't try, because it only 
causes 
problems and makes me 
laugh at 
you. 
Matthew D. 
Anderson  is a Daily 
Staff Writer
 
Letters to the
 Editor 
Differing
 
Holocaust  
histories
 
Argentina  under the military junta, 
human rights 
were
 violated once 
more, as the opponents were tor-
tured, murdered
 and others disap-
peared. 
Kramer wrote that while "the 
Holocaust should be put behind 
us," 
she also says, "Not forgotten,
 
because 
society  learned a valuable 
lesson from the dictatorship's inhu-
man behavior." But we do forget, 
allowing Id' Amin, their 
ilk and 
"innocent" armies to perpetrate 
heinous, 
mini -Holocausts, just 
because they think that they can get 
away with it. They can, only if none 
of us bothers
 to protest their actions, 
and we need to be reminded of what 
went on yesterday, and memorial
 
services 
such  as the Yom Hashoah 
do remind us. 
Kramer would 
have found that 
the service allowed the audience to 
participate and reflect
 through a 
gentle ceremony that concluded, 
"We hope that this will be an appro-
priate
 
remembrance of 
the victims 
as we stand  
together
 recalling the 
past with a mind 
for the present and 
a vision 
and hope for the future," 
and most importantly, "it is our 
responsibility  never to 
let this atroc-
ity
 happen again." 
Not  in Germany, 
Uganda, 
Cambodia, Argentina, here or any-
where. 
Perhaps 
it's time for the Kramcrs 
to take a 
few
 more courses in world 
history to learn more about the past 
and try not to bury it and their heads 
in the 
sand  like ostriches in 
the
 
sands of time, pretending
 it never 
happened, or can
 never happen 
again.
 
Santayana said it best, "Those 
who 
cannot
 remember the past, arc 
condemned to repeat 
it."  Let's make 
the right move not to forget, even if 
it hurts 
us,  whether or not
 we
 arc 
related to the innocent
 perpetrators, 
or 
even
 the more innocent 
victims.
 
Harvey Gotlifre 
Associate 
Professor  
Journalism
 
Editor,  
Doris
 Kramer's "I listory
 lesson" 
in Wednesday's
 Spartan Daily
 
requires 
a response: 
My father
 served as a slave for 
Germany
 during World 
War  II. lie 
was 
subjected to forced 
labor  for 
the
 crime of being a Jew. Almost his 
entire family 
were  killed; the same 
for my 
mother.  My parents 
were 
among 
the remnant of "lucky" sur-
vivors. 
I was born in a 
refugee  
camp 
that had been one of the 
largest of 
the notorious concentra-
tion camps, Bergen-13cIsen. 
Mentioning
 any
 of this in the 
course of a discussion usually elicits 
surprise, concern, compassion or at 
least stunned silence and 
embarrass-
ment.  It is sure to bring any conver-
sation to an abrupt halt, to be fol-
lowed by 
sincere
 commiserations 
about the cruel 
nature
 of the world. 
But, there's more, infinitely more,
 
The parents, brothers, sisters,
 wives, 
husbands,
 aunts, uncles, children, 
friends and 
acquaintances,
 were
 
humiliated,  tattooed, tortured men-
tally and 
physically,
 starved, beaten, 
and finally 
murdered in carefully 
planned and coldly executed mass 
"actions" i.e. extermination of mil-
lions of innocent human beings. 
This was not mere "rudeness"
 
that "occurred". Six million Jews, 
including  one and a half million 
children, plus 
millions of Gypsies, 
homosexuals,
 clergy, academicians, 
communists, socialists, political dis-
sidents, mentally and physically 
handicapped individuals, and citi-
zens of many nationalities were 
obliterated in the Holocaust. An 
entire culture came to an end, that 
of the Eastern European Yiddish 
culture that had existed(and at times 
flourished) for
 over a thousand 
years. 
Is this 
hard  to believe? Yes, 
impossible,  in fact, except 
that it 
actually happened. An impossible 
crime
 of monumental proportion, 
perpetrated by Hitler and his Nazis, 
and all those
 many thousands of cit-
izens who assisted in the 
slaughter.  
It is hard to believe that it actually 
happened; perhaps harder still  are
 
the "how?" and "why?,"
 but I do 
not propose to 
answer  these riddles 
in 
a brief 
letter.  
My purpose is to tell Kramer that 
I do not feel sorry for her. Her 
father 
may  not have been culpable 
in any 
direct  way in the 
Holocaust; 
a great many Germans certainly did 
support Hitler and the Nazi Party, 
in 
fact opposed them 
whenever possi-
ble. But it took an entire 
world  wide 
conflagration to stop 
Hitler's  
destructive
 madness and unbridled 
aggression,  and for tens of millions 
of 
people  it is too late. Doris 
Kramer has
 incredible nerve, or per-
haps
 naivety, to claim Yom 
Ilashoah
 
services held in 
mcmori-
urn on a 
single day once a year 
"serve to hurt many who were inno-
cent bystanders,
 and continually 
punish and 
humiliate
 
the Germans." 
More than 25 years 
went by after 
the end 
of the war with hardly any 
public 
acknowledgment  of the 
hor-
rors
 that the victims had faced,
 and 
which the 
survivors  are still facing. 
When I was 
growing  up no one
 
even 
talked  about what 
had  hap-
pened. I guess
 it just wasn't
 a sub-
ject 
for polite company. 
So, even 
now  
will 
you  deny us 
the expression of our grief and 
sor-
row? 
Will  you deny 
us
 the transfer 
of this energy into 
the resolve that it 
must not  happen
 again, cannot
 hap-
pen if the human
 race is to survive 
Mattison
 
Avenue  
Sallie  
Mattison  
Spring
 
fever
 
Spring
 fever
 is 
in
 the 
air. 
Sunshine,
 balmy
 
breezes  
and 
pollen  
induce
 
lethargy  
in the
 most
 
industri-
ous
 among
 us. 
It has 
a 
devastating
 effect
 
on 
my
 
busy
 
schedule  
of 
writing  
term  
papers,
 
completing
 class
 
projects,
 
mailing  
internship
 
applications
 and
 
studying
 for
 
finals. 
Also 
this
 
month,
 I 
need
 to 
sign
 the 
kids 
up
 for 
summer  
school, 
scour 
my
 apart-
ment
 before
 Daddy
 
arrives
 with
 his 
new  
wiP , and
 find 
15
 people 
to invite
 to a 
Pr.  icess 
llouse 
crystal  
party  I 
got
 talked 
o hostessing.
 
So, 
overwhelmed
 by the 
myriad 
of
 
details 
I must 
tend
 to, I 
abandon  
these  
tasks in 
search of 
ways to 
assuage  
my
 
guilt  over 
not 
accomplishing
 
anything.  
Here
 is my 
list of 
ways  to 
look
 busy 
when you 
have 
other  
things
 to do: 
 
Phone 
a friend, 
even though
 you 
really 
don't have 
anything 
to say and
 just 
talked 
yesterday.
 Nod a lot
 and take 
notes 
or 
doodle.
 
 Redo
 your 
address  
book.
 Then go 
through 
it again to 
see how many
 peoples' 
birthdays
 you can
 remember
 and jot 
each
 
date  down, 
even
 though you
 will not 
remember
 to look 
there  for it 
until  a 
month 
after  it passes. 
 
Read the 
classified
 ad section
 of 
the Spartan 
Daily, even though
 you really 
don't need
 a new car, a 
typing  service or a 
student 
discount
 on travel tickets to 
any-
where in the 
continental
 United States. 
 
Walk  around carrying 
books
 or 
sheets of 
paper, and a pencil. 
No one will 
stop you to ask 
you what you're 
doing  or 
where 
you're  going. 
 
Clean  out your car, 
and
 then wash 
and dry it. 
(In Gilroy, however,
 only do 
.this on 
Thursdays.) 
 Write 
a letter to the editor of the 
Spartan Daily 
complaining about how 
no 
one 
ever writes about 
the  things you want 
to 
read about. (But 
don't  actually mail 
it.)  
 Watch reruns
 of I Love Lucy. 
n f 
course, there are those among
 us 
who 
are immune to the symptoms of 
spring 
fever.  These  are people who 
are absolutely
 no good at wasting 
time. 
They are the ones who 
make lists of 
things
 to do every day and then actually
 
do thcm. They tend
 not to be as creative 
as the 
rest of us. 
After all, it takes 
imagination  to devise 
ways
 to put off till 
tomorrow  things 
that
 
should 
be done today. 
Sallie
 Mattison is the 
Assigning  
Editor  
on this planet? Will you 
deny  us to 
resolve 
to
 learn from the Holocaust 
and thereby
 oppose oppression and 
denial of human rights 
wherever
 
they occur, whether 
in
 Africa, the 
Soviet 
Union,
 the United States, 
Sot..h-East Asia, the Middle
-East, 
Sota America, even right here 
in 
San 
Jose? 
i'' so, Doris, I do feel as sorry for 
yot. as 
for the victims
 of the 
Holocaust, for most of them also 
went to 
their dismal fates without 
conidrehension.
 
Samuel
 Koplowicz 
Instructional Resources Center 
Editor, 
Doris Kramer's "History lesson" 
in the May 3 
issue was great. 
Finally, someone with 
similar  feel-
ings regarding Germans and the 
Holocaust come forward. Although 
I'm not claiming to be 
an authority 
on the subject, I have
 
read many 
different books
 on Germany in 
World War II, many of them by 
those who  served in
 the German 
military. None of them were 
Nazis 
or killed Jews in concentration 
camps, although some did know the 
camps existed. 
The majority of Germans in 
World War II weren't
 members of 
the Nazi Party, and it was primarily 
the Nazis who committed the 
horri-
ble acts in places
 such as Dachau 
and 
Bergen-Belsen.
 
Unfortunately, many people 
commit the "guilt by association" 
fallacy and lump the 
Nazis  and 
Germans into one large group. 
Since all 
Germans weren't Nazis,  
this
 is unfair. While
 the Holocaust 
was a terrible
 tragedy and 
should  be 
remembered
 in the hope
 it never 
happens  again, I don't 
see why the 
German
 
people should 
be blamed 
every year for the 
crimes more than 
40 
years  ago by 
a demented
 minori-
ty. 
Ex -German
 
soldiers,
 
especially  
those 
in the 
SS,  are 
frequently
 
harassed  
at
 the 
reimions  
of
 their 
military  
units 
by
 
concentration
 
camp 
survivors
 and 
others 
as
 well. 
The 
SS has 
received
 a 
particularly
 
bad 
reputation  
from 
history  as
 the 
guards
 of 
concentration
 
camps.
 
While  some
 SS 
units 
did guard
 the 
camps 
and  engage
 in 
atrocities  
com-
mitted
 there, 
there 
most  most
 mem-
bers 
of
 the 
SS
 were 
on the
 battle-
fields 
fighting
 and 
dying.
 
These
 men 
shouldn't
 be  
con-
stantly
 
bothered
 by 
people 
accusing
 
them 
of
 crimes
 they 
didn't 
commit.
 
They 
were 
merely 
soldiers
 
doing  
their 
duty: 
following
 their
 leaders'
 
orders
 and 
defending
 
their  
country.  
While  
the 
Holocaust
 
should  
be 
remembered
 
for  its 
horror,
 the 
German  
people
 
should  
not 
be 
blamed
 
for  it. 
Unfortunately,
 many
 
people
 
do
 blame  
Germany
 as 
a 
whole
 for 
what
 
happened,
 not 
just 
those  
who  
actually  
committed
 
the 
crimes.
 
Until  this
 
discrepancy
 is 
cleared  
up, I 
feel 
much  
resentment
 
and 
anger
 will 
still 
be
 aimed
 at 
the 
wrong
 people.
 
Marc  
L.
 
Tavasci
 
Junior
 
Political
 
Science
 
Letters  Policy 
The Spartan Daily 
would Ilko to hear 
from 
you. Letters should boar 
writers name, 
ma Jor,phone number end 
class level. 
Letters may bo edited for
 
length 
Spartan  
paily'Monday.
 May 8, 1989 
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University
 
housing
 
locates
 
roommates
 
By 
Elliabeth
 
James
 
Daily
 
staff  writer
 
Finding
 
housing
 
around
 
SJSU 
isn't
 
always  
easy. 
Finding
 
a 
I 
oommate
 
can 
be even 
harder.
 
But 
SJSU's
 
Off
-Campus  
Hous-
ing
 
office
 can 
help.
 
The
 Off
-Campus
 
Housing
 of-
fice
 
combined
 
with 
University
 
Housing,
 
previously  
called  
Hous-
ing
 
Operations,
 
during 
Spring  
Break.
 
The  
offices
 moved
 
to
 in-
crease
 
efficiency
 
and 
accessibility
 
to 
students.
 They
 are 
now  
located
 
in 
the 
basement
 of 
Joe  
West  Hall. 
The 
Off
-Campus
 
Housing  of-
fice
 offers
 a 
free
 listing
 board
 on 
which
 
students 
can
 
advertise
 for 
roommates
 it 
find  
an
 
apartment
 
or 
house  
to 
rent.  
Because  
of
 
the move,
 
the list-
ing
 board
 is now
 
located
 
outside  
the 
ground
 level of 
Joe 
West  
11111.
 
next
 to 
the Dining, 
Com-
mons.
 The board is 
available  for 
perusal
 
24
-hours
-a -day. 
"The board and the office are 
now more handicapped 
accessi-
ble." said Mary Weidman, Off -
Campus Housing coordinator.
 
Faculty 
and  staff listings
 are 
circulated 
through the 
depart-
ments 
twice  a month. 
The new listings 
are 
posted 
Monday 
through Friday. 
Off
-Campus  
Housing
 offers 
other
 services besides
 listings. 
The agency can help tenants 
understand their legal rights and 
responsibilities
 
 a service  
des-
perately 
needed,  
at
 
times.
 
"We 
can  provide tenants
 with 
information that can help
 them 
deal with 
problems
 that come 
up." 
Weidman  said. "We 
can  
also refer tenants 
to other 
agen-
cies or a lawyer, if 
necessary."  
Landlords  and tenants 
don't  al-
ways
 agree upon 
who is 
responsi-
ble for 
what;  the 
officer 
helps  
provide some 
answers.
 
SpartaGuide
 
TODAY  
l'he Spartan 
Review: 
Meeting.
 
12:30
 p.m., S.U. 
tvlontalvo Room.
 
For  more 
information  
call 1415) 
656-
6055
 
TUESDAY
 
Asian American 
Christian 
Fellowship: Bring 
a flashlight eve-
ning. 7 p.m.
 S.U. Almaden 
Room. 
Strident Health 
Advisory Com-
mittee: Wellness Seminar: "Risk 
taking  vs. 
safe sev: sexual concerns
 
of 
college
 
students...  noon, 
S. U. 
C'ostanoan Room. For 
more infor-
mation call 924-1928.
 
Economics Students Association: 
Speakers: Barbara Keating. presi-
dent of consumer
 alert and Rich 
Hubler. 5 p.m.. S.U. Constanoan 
Room. 
Career Planning & 
Placement:
 
Summer Job Hunting 
Techniques:.
 
12:30 p
 
iii 
. I Xlmaden
 
Room. 
WEDNESDAY 
Ain Alpha (;amnia: Meeting. 
4:3)) 
p.m.. Dwight Bentel 
Hall  
Room 205. For more information 
call 
266-2358.
 
Society 
of 
Professional
 
Journal-
ists: Internship seminar with free 
pi/,a. 3:30 p.m., Dwight Bentel
 
Hall Room 101. For more informa-
tion call 
926-2758.  
Career Planning 
& 
Super workshop,
 1:30 
Umunhum Room. For 
minion call 924-6033. 
Career Planning & 
Organi/ing 
your job 
p.m., S.U.
 Umunhum 
more
 information  call 92 
Placement: 
p.m., 
S.U.  
more
 infor-
Placement:
 
hunt, 
3:30 
Room. 
For  
4-6033. 
Career Planning & Placement: 
Resume
 Preparation. I:30 p.m.. 
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more in-
formation
 call 924-6033
 
Career Planning & Placement: 
Interview
 Prepartaion, 5:30 p.m.. 
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more in-
formation call 924-6033.
 
Campus Crusade for 
Christ: 
"Here's Life", 
7:15
 p.m., S.U. 
Council Chambers. For more 
infor-
mation
 call 
294-4249.  
Gay
 
and
 
Lesbian
 
Aliance:
 
Sum-
mer  
kick-off
 
party.
 
5:30  
p.m..
 
S.U.
 
Pacheco
 
Room
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Let 
your 
Business,
 
Marketing
 or 
Advertising  
Degree
 open the 
door to 
a 
successful
 sales 
career.  We 
are 
the 
nations 
largest  
paging
 
company.
 
We 
offer base 
salary, 
plus
 
commission,
 
auto 
allowance,  
expenses
 and 
full  
benefits. 
I want 
people 
who  need 
to
 
earn  a high 
income. 
Send  resume 
to: 
Sales  
Manager
 
353 
Vintage
 Park 
Dr. Suite
 #1 
Foster 
City,  CA 
94404 
A 
Southwestern
 Bell
 Company 
Metromedia
 
Paging  
Services
 
© 
A 
Southwestern
 
Bell 
Company
 
L.A. 
motorists
 
wheeze
 
four 
times  as 
much
 
LOS ANGELFS API --- Motor-
ists traveling the smog
-choked
 
Los
 
Angeles  
Basin's
 roads are exposed 
to as touch as four times the 
atuhoulit
 
of 
cancer -causing
 chemicals nor-
mally found outdoors, a new study 
reported.  
And it makes little difference 
whether commuters drive with their 
windows closed, according to the 
two-year 
study  by researchers
 for 
the 
South 
Coast Air Quality Manage-
ment 
District.
 
The 
study also 
concluded
 
that 
mo-
torists driving in traffic of slower 
than 25 mph have a  greater exposure 
to toxic gases than those driving in 
traffic of more than 30 mph. 
In addition, the study
 concluded 
that older
 
%chides, made from 
1973
 
to 1983. allow significantly higher
 
levels of carbon monoxide, 
hen/ene  
and toluene to 
seep in. 
"Fs en 
assuming a 
constant  level 
I/I inspection
 and 
maintenance.
 oldei
 
vehicles. emission
 controls and other 
parts 
continue  
to deteriorate,  
causing  
more 
emissions
 
of
 exhaust 
pollut-
ants" into the car and the atmo-
sphere, the study
 said. 
The 
study
 is 
expected  to help the 
AQN1D with 
its
 drive 
to tighten vehi-
cle emission 
standards  and increase 
the 
number of 
people
 
who partict. 
pate in ride -sharing programs. 
Recommendations  in 
the  report 
include  stepped -up ride -sharing.
 tra-
ffic signal 
synchroniiation  and stag-
gered 
work hours. Filch of those
 
suggestions was proposed
 
in
 the 
AQNII 
)'sL
 lean
-air plan approved
 in 
March 
 rhese 
illeastITCS.
 ill 
C011tliiii.t11011
 
itliniuire 
stringent
 vehicle
 
en,ssion
 
HERE COME THE
 GRAD AC4S-7 
 
doesPv
 
OIS 
It's that time
 of year again when 
warmer weather is on the way in 
and grads are on their 
way out. 
Now 
you can help make 
their  
departure a special one by 
placing
 
a special
 personalized
 message
 in 
the Spartan 
Daily. 
Tell your grad just how proud you 
really 
are about their 
achievements
 
with a GRAD AD in a 
special
 
graduation  section
 of the
 Spartan 
Daily on 
May  17. 
To place
 your Grad
 Ad in 
the 
Spartan
 
Daily,stop
 by the 
GRAD
 AD 
booth  
in front
 of the Student 
Union  
between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.; 
May
 1st -5th.* 
 
Order  forms may be turned in to the 
Spartan Daily, DBH 207, up until 
Thusday ,May 11. 
Free
 
Readings
 
of poetry and fiction 
Celebrate 
San  
Jose
 
State's
 
own 
ReedMagazine
 
in its 43rd year 
with exciting 
readings 
When: M3Y 9 
Where:usjr.sveu,ky
 
Room 
Time:
 
7 30 pm 
Cost: 
FREE!  
F 
Ii 
ndrd
 b 
'ji 
1989 
issues 
of 
Reer
 I 
Magazine
 will 
be
 
available  
   
 
RUN FOUR RADIO SPOTS 
FOR THE COST OF THIS 
SPACE 
AND 
BEFORE YOU 
PAY FOR SPACE
 
YOU  PAY 
FOR
 COPY 
YOU PAY FOR
 DESIGN 
YOU
 PAY FOR TYPE 
P ND 
FOR PRODUCTION
 
OR YOU
 CALL 
408 
924 4548 
AND ASK ABOUT
 
KSJS 
UNDERWRITING
 
ITS EFFECTIVE 
ITS INEXPENSIVE
 
IT S TAX DEDUCTABLE 
limits.
 
Call reduce exposures 
to air 
pollutants
 in vehicles 
as well as in 
other
 env 
ironments..  the
 study 
said.  
Beivene,  which
 is associated 
with 
leukemia,
 poses 
the greatest health 
risk 
to  
motorists
 of all
 16 
chemicals
 
studied,  
:iccording
 to 
researchers.  
Ben/ene  
concentration
 in cars 
was 
found  
to be four times
 higher than 
those  
outdoors. 
There 
is
 a one in 10,000
 chance of 
getting 
cancer from
 bentene 
expo-
sure,
 
according to estiniates
 by 
health
 experts. The
 researchers 
con-
cluded 
that  
IS
 percent of those 
cases 
would  result
 from 
exposure  
during  
commuting to and 
from work. 
But
 researchers 
cautioned 
that
 the 
total 
cancer 
risk  from
 
ben/ene
 expo-
sures  
probably  is much 
Hien 
study  looked onlv 
at 
ex
 posuies
 din 
mg 
found trip v 
°minutes
 to work.
 
uhich  averages I ' hours each week 
day 
his
 
risk
 twin total in vehicle 
exposure vy,nild he 
greater
 1 
all 
non
 
work  
commute
 
trps were Lonsid
 
ered.'  the slush 
vsiirned
 
Reseati.lieis 
sele, ted 
140 
commutei
 
lals  tor
 
Oleo  
The 
lb
 
pollutants  
1:V.1111111ed 
carbon 
monoside  hen/ene.
 toluene 
xy 
lene:  ethy 
lene
 ditnomide,
 
elk 
'elle  
dichhilide.
 lead. 
lormaldehy
 de 
eialtli:hy
 de. cat 
hum 
tetrachloi
 ids-.
 
ehlortitoi  
perchloroeth  
1.1,1 1 
richloroct 
hy lene: 
cadmium. 
chromium  
and  nickel 
Computer
 
Programming
 
Position
 
Pa
 
rt
 
-t
 i 
me/Free
 I 
a 
nce  
Sound
 
knowledge
 of 
BASIC
 is 
a 
must.  
Contact
 
Jonathan
 
Mitchell
 
any 
weekday
 
afternoon
 
at 
(408)
 
280-7999
 
Mixessiaisvlort",6X66
 
6 
k 
Buckles
-Smith
 
SUMMER
 
JOB  
HUNTING?
 
Bob's 
Big Boy 
Restaurant  is 
now  
accepting
 
applications for 
all  positions. 
Mt.
 View 
Hillsdale 
 
In
 7 San Jose
 locations 
 
2 to 5 
p.m. 
daily  
 
Full or part 
time 
Santa 
Clara 
Blossom 
Hill 
Downtown  San Jose 
Cupertino  
Winchester 
01\ 
Paw  
warts
 
 
SCA 
WOLFF  
SYSTEM  
be
 
Most  trusted 
name in 
tanning  
GET
 
A 
JUMP
 
ON 
YOUR  
SUMMER
 
TAN!
 
STUDENT
 
DISCOUNT*
  
25% off monthly 
membership 
with
 student I.D. 
*Wand Hours:
 M -F 9:am-3pm
 and 
Sat
-Sun 
10am-8pm)
 
Campbell 
San 
Jose 
Santa Clara 
The 
Pruneyard
 Town & 
Country Village 
Homestead & 
Scoi t 
559-6356 
554-0606 
241 -CITY 
Store
 
Hours:
 M -F 
7am-11pm, Sat -Sun
 
8am-8pm
 
It's 
my 
job 
to 
find 
you 
the 
right
 
job.
 
At
 Adia, 
it's my job
 to find
 you 
the 
right job.
 We have
 plenty 
of great 
full-time  
opportunities  
at 
the  best 
companies
 in 
town.  
And we'll 
match  
your  skills to 
specific jobs 
at top pay.
 
Give
 me a 
call
 today. 
It's
 my 
job to find
 you the job you've
 
been 
waiting 
for. 
Atha's going
 to work for you 
Mountain View 
(415) 941-7100
 
2570W. El 
Camino  Real, Ste. 205
 
Santa Clara 
(408) 727-7985
 
3945 
Freedom
 Cir., Ste. 
280 
NOT 
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OFFER
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Women's
 
sports
 
fight for 
Rec 
Center
 
By Sean Mu[easter 
Daly 
staff  Writer 
Available: pristine, state-of-
the-art athletic
 and recreational 
facility 
that will enhance the 
image 
of
 sporting or entertain-
ment
 
events.
 
Prerequisite:  Team or 
event  
that will generate enough
 
rev-
enue to warrant use 
of
 the facili-
ty. 
Reality: That's
 the
 
dilemma 
women's sports at SJSU arc 
fac-
ing.
 
Even with today's completion 
of 
SJSU's  $33 
million 
Rec 
Center, not 
all  of the 
prospective  
tenants
 are sharing the same opti-
mism about reaping benefits. 
"Their first priority is to make 
that thing go financially,"
 said 
SJSU volleyball
 
Coach  
Dick 
Montgomery. "Volleyball doesn't 
fit 
into
 their
 plans." 
At issue, is who 
will  use the 
facility, and when, a decision that 
the Student Union Board of 
Directors
 reached 
at its March 28 
meeting.  
Tuesday,
 
both Montgomery 
and SJSU 
women's  basketball 
Coach 
Tina
 Krah will 
state  their 
cases in hopes
 of persuding 
SUBOD to 
include
 more wom-
en's sports on the Rec Center 
agenda. 
In the original agreement, the 
Board allowed the women's vol-
leyball
 and basketball teams only 
limited use. The 
basketball team 
would be
 
forced 
to
 restructure its 
schedule to double-headers 
with  
the men's team;
 volleyball would 
be allowed to use the 
facility  for 
one tournament 
and three other 
matches
 per season. 
"What
 SUBOD passed 
wasn't 
acceptable because it didn't 
include
 women's 
sports,"
 said 
SJSU 
Athletic  
Director
 Randy 
Hoffman.  "My 
proposal was 
for 
them 
to play all 
of
 their games
 in 
the 
facility.  I voted 
against the 
contract
 because it was bad 
for 
women's sports." 
The upcoming appearance by 
Montgomery and Krah came at 
the  invitation of Hoffman, 
and  is 
not scheduled 
on the agenda,
 
according to Ron
 Barrett, direc-
tor of 
the  Student 
Union.  
"I don't think that anything 
SUBOD does is set in stone," 
Barrett said. "But I don't know 
what we can do. We're in the 
midsts of
 the
 final
 details with 
Hoffman now." 
Barrett  
said 
SUBOD  
could
 
concievably
 do 
anything
 regard-
ing the
 
agreement,
 
as long
 as it 
doesn't  
violate  
the laws
 of 
the  
campus. 
A.S. 
President
 
Terry  
McCarthy
 believes
 the 
proposal  
by the 
athletic 
department  
is 
unfair to 
women's sports
 and said 
the 
facilty 
should
 be 
available
 on 
an 
equal basis
 to both 
men's and 
women's
 sports. 
"The
 Rec 
Center
 should 
be
 
used by 
all  of the 
students,  and 
not 
just
 the men's 
basketball 
warn." 
McCarthy  
said.
 "Who's 
going  to realize 
the
 revenue? The 
majority
 of it will go back 
into  
the
 athletic 
department. If the 
athletic
 department wants 
exclu-
sive use of a gym, they should 
have had the state 
build  them 
one. 
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Gonzales
 
brings  
power
 
to 
lineup
 
By Matthew D. 
Anderson  
Daily 
Staff  Wnwa 
The book of baseball 
says  that 
the big 
offensive
 leaders of a club 
should
 be your catcher,
 third base-
men and 
an outfielder,  
Not
 your second baseman. 
But  don't tell that to 
SJSU's
 Mike 
Gonzales,  
The Spartan 
second baseman
 
leads the
 team in runs batted 
in
 (34), 
triples (5) and is tied 
for the most 
game -winning RBI's 
(4).  Gonzales 
is also tied for the 
team
 lead in dou-
bles (9), 
and home runs (4).
 He is 
second in 
stolen
 bases (16). And 
while producing all those lofty 
statistics, 
he
 has kept his average 
hovering around .270. 
Gonzales, a junior in his first 
year on the baseball 
team,  has the 
looks of a wrestler. He's short, solid 
and 
stocky like 
Steve  
Garvey,  and 
he's also a 
good
 defensive player. 
He has played in 48 games and 
started 
48 games. 
SJSU Coach Sam Piraro says of 
Gonzales. "He's
 a hard-nosed player 
with a 
good  understanding of the 
game." 
Even being named All -Southern 
California at second base while 
playing at Rancho Santiago 
Community 
College
 where he had 
impressive
 numbers (.369, 10 hr, 60 
RBI), Gonzales wasn't 
heavily
 
recruited. 
He came to 
SJSU  as more of a 
mistake and because of 
his  room-
mate and Spartan 
teammate
 pitcher 
Dave  Tellers. 
"Originally I was being recruited 
by Nevada
-Reno and Gonzaga," 
Gonzales  said. "Then (Piraro) came 
down to see our 
J.C. state touma-
'Mike has been a 
big 
influence on 
our
 team. We look 
to 
him  in 
clutch  
situations.'  
 Sam Piraro,
 
baseball coach
 
ment. Origanally 
they 
had 
signed
 a 
second
 baseman from 
Palomar 
J.C.
 
(San Diego). 
He ended up signing a 
professional
 contract, 
so they need-
ed a second baseman. 
"They  (SJSU 
scouts)
 were down 
watching 
Dave to see how he 
threw, 
and  I had a pretty 
good
 state tourna-
ment. 
They  knew they 
needed  a 
second baseman
 so 1
 kinds
 caught
 
their eye. And
 right there after
 the 
game
 they go 'our 
second  baseman I 
think is going to 
sign  a professional 
contract and 
we
 need a second base-
man, would you
 be interested 
in 
coming.?' 
"It was 
at the right 
place  at the 
right  time.
 It was real 
fourtanatc. I 
thought I was 
going  to go up to 
Gonzaga in Spokane 
Washington,  a 
private school. I'm
 real happy with 
the
 way things worked 
out. Really 
it was just 
by luck." 
Coach Piraro 
is pleased with the 
way things have 
come  through. 
"Mike 
has been a big influence 
on 
our team. We look to him 
in clutch 
situations." 
Gonzales hit fifth 
for Rancho 
David
 Pipkins  Daily staff 
photographei 
S.ISt second baseman Mike Gonzales turns the front end of a double 
play in a game 
against
 the l'ni%ersity of San Francisco. 
Santiago  and was 
moved into the
 
second
 slot in the 
lineup
 when he 
got 
here.
 But
 as all middle
-of -the -
lineup 
hitters  arc, he 
has the itch 
for 
the long ball. 
"I wish
 the fences
 were in 
a little 
(at  Municipal
 Stadium)."
 he 
said.  
"It's 
hard to 
hit  it out of 
Muni -it's a 
hell of a stadium.
 But that's the way 
it goes, you have to 
deal with the 
elements,
 try to hit in the alleys." 
And as SJSU enjoys one of 
its 
best
 seasons ever, Gonzales 
contin-
ues to thrive
--at a place he admits he 
had never heard about before he 
arrived.
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A 
special
 offer 
for  
students,  
only
 for
 
American  Express
 
Cardmembers.
 
you
 want to go places. 
It s time for the America!'
 
Express' 
Card 
Because now you 
can  take advantage of 
new  trawl 
pnvileges
 on 
Northwest
 
Airlines  
onNiff 
students
 who 
carry !be
 
Amenain
 Etpress. titrd 
Trawl
 privileges
 that offer 
 
nvo $99
 
roundly  licketc-- fly
 to many of 
NORTHWEST
 the more 
than  180 cities served by North -
AIRLINES  
west 
in the contiguous 
4111
 'lined 
States.
 
LOOK 70 US 
Only
 one ticket may he 
used  per six-
month
 
period.
 
Specia/QuartedyNoratiestuasiinamn
 thsrountv 
throughout  
19ffl-upto
 25% off 
most available 
fares. 
5,000 
bonus mtles in 
Northwest's 
WORLDPERKS'  
free trawl
 programwhere
 only 
20,000 miles 
gets 
you
 a free 
roundtrip
 ticket 
to
 anywhere 
Northwest 
flies  
in 
the contiguous
 48 United
 States or 
Canadaupon
 
enrollmei
 a 
through  this 
special 
student
 offer 
And,  of 
course,  
you'll
 enjoy 
all  the 
exceptional  
benefits  and
 personal
 service yOU
 would 
expect from
 
American 
Express  
11w 
only 
requirements
 for
 privileged 
travel: you
 
must
 be a 
Cardmember,
 you must
 be a 
full-time
 stu-
dent, 
and you 
must  charge
 your 
Northwest  
Airlines  
tickets
 with the 
Card.' 
Getting the
 Card is 
easier  than 
ever because
 now 
you can
 apply Is
 phone 
Just  
call
 l -800
-9,12
-AMEX.
 
We'll  take 
your
 application
 and 
begin  to 
process
 it 
nght away 
Oafs 
more,  with our
 Automatic 
Approval  offers, 
yai
 can
 
qualify  
now  
while  you're
 still in 
school
 
Apply
 now Fly
 later 
for  
less
 
Apply 
Now:  1
-800
-942
-AMEX 
'Fare is 
for 
roundtnp  
travel 
on
 Northwest 
Airlines Tickets must 
he
 purchased 
within 24 holm after 
making  
reservations  
Fares are non 
refundable
 and
 no 
itinerars
 
changes
 
mar be 
made 
after  purchase
 Seats
 at 
this
 fare 
are limited and may
 not 
be 
available  when vou
 
call Travel 
must he completed by 
certificate  
expiration
 
date  and mar 
ilot 
he
 
available
 
between  
TRAVEL 
cities to 
which Northwest does not
 have
 
direct
 
connections
 or routing. Cm 
fuel tax 
surcharges  not 
included  
in
 fare 
from Poston ($2 
SO).
 Chicago
 
S c (
 
001 and 
Flonda
 
cities  ($2
 001 
RELATED
 Certain 
blackout 
dates
 
and 
other
 
restrictions  may apply For complete offer 
details.
 call I 
(4(1(1 
9i2 AMEX 
Current student  
Cardmembers
 
automatically  
receive  two
 $99 
vouchers
 in 
the 
mail 
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Manny's
 
Cellar rich in 
history  
By
 
Phillip  
Best
 
Daily stait
 wnter 
One
 
of
 the
 
more  
recent
 
wrin-
kles  
in the
 
facelift
 of 
San 
Jose 
involves
 
the 
protection
 
of 
two  
landmarks,
 
both
 in 
the  same
 
build-
ing. 
For 
nearly  
26 
years,  
Manny's
 
Cellar
 has 
been 
serving  
food 
and 
drinks
 in 
the  
basement
 
of
 the 
his-
toric  Fallon
 
House,
 at 
the  corner
 
of 
St. John
 and 
San  Pedro
 Streets.
 
Last  
month  the
 San 
Jose 
City  
Council
 voted
 to 
condemn
 the 
building
 for 
restoration,
 but 
stipu-
lated
 that a 
strategy  be 
developed
 
to 
allow  
Manny's  
to 
continue  
doing  business
 at the 
site. 
The 
house  was 
built  in 1859 
by 
Thomas 
Fallon. 
who  was 
then 
mayor 
of
 San Jose. 
The building
 
served 
as a 
kindergarten
 in 
the   
early 
1890s  before 
it became 
a 
boarding  house in 
1894
 and the 
history  of its 
dining
 service began.
 
Over the years.
 the establish-
ment has drawn 
guests whose 
names evoke 
fond
 memories of 
a 
different time:
 among them 
Charlie 
Chaplin. Fatty Arbuckle
 
and 
John Steinbeck. 
Today 
a strong sense of 
tradi-
tion and 
hospitality survives 
at 
Manny's.
 
"Hello, Love. how are
 ya?" is 
the greeting employee
 Joannie 
Gomez extends to patrons. The 
warm reception, flavored with an 
English accent, makes newcomers 
immediately  comfortable. Gomez 
has 
been living in the United 
States for 30 years, and for 25 of 
those she has worked at Manny's. 
Growing up in Liverpool was 
no easygoing affair, she'll 
tell
 you: 
the people were good, but life was 
hard. You get the impression that 
if a brawl were to break out, it 
would  be wise to have her on your 
side.
 
Her spirit is reflected in the sto-
ry that 
lies behind the sign hang-
ing above the bar; 
it reads "Yes, 
we have no Bud." One of Manny's 
employees
 got into an argument 
xs 
ith "the Bud man," about ten 
years 
ago,
 said bartender Sandy 
"Sass"
 Smith. 
Manny's 
has  not served the 
beer
 since.
 
Mark
 Studyvin Daily staff photographer
 
Tom 
Cola  
serves
 'em 
up at 
Manny's  
Cellar 
To
 some 
people, 
ten years 
may 
seem like 
a long 
time to 
carry  a 
grudge.  
but  the 
employees
 at 
Manny's  are
 
dedicated
 to 
one 
another 
and to the 
business.
 
Gomez
 is not 
the only 
employ-
ee 
with a 
long 
history
 at 
Manny's.  
Jeannie 
Cunningham
 has 
been 
working  at 
Manny's 
since 
they
 
opened. 
Norma 
DeLang  has
 put 
in 24 years
 of service.
 Chef 
Russ  
Burgoon 
recently 
retired 
after  25 
years but 
is still 
cooking  a 
couple  
of days 
each week.
 As 
Cunningham
 put 
it, "We've 
all 
been here
 since 
Christ  was a 
boy." 
A 
sense  of 
family
 
preservation
 
lies
 at the 
heart of 
the 
Manny's
 
operation.  
Maybe 
the  historic 
location  has
 nurtured 
that senti-
ment. 
Whatever  
the 
reason,
 
change 
comes slowly
 at Manny's,
 
and 
the  City Council
 is trying to 
insure 
that the renovation
 of the 
Fallon 
House  will not 
alter  that 
pace.  
Design
 plans for the 
restoration 
are still
 uncertain, 
said
 Henry 
Cord, 
chief  negotiating officer 
for  
the 
Redevelopment  Agency. 
A 
more 
definite  line of action
 should 
be adopted
 in about six weeks.
 
Actual 
construction  will probably 
notbefin-for 
at least two -years.-
Cord 
said.  
Once 
construction  begins,
 there 
is a 
strong 
possibility  that a 
tem-
porary
 relocation of 
Manny's  will 
be 
necessary, 
said
 Pete Patron,
 
property
 manager for 
the City of 
San Jose. 
If 
relocation  is 
necessary.
 
whether 
Manny's will 
be
 allowed 
to return 
to the Fallon 
House  after 
renovation  is 
not definite. 
One
 possible 
design  plan 
includes
 the elimination of a 
por-
tion of the
 building that was 
added 
when the 
structure
 was turned into  
a hotel at 
the turn of the 
century, 
Patron 
said.  This alteration 
would 
affect the 
areas  that now serve 
as 
Manny's kitchen 
and restrooms. 
Manny's owner 
Manuel  Pereira 
has eight years left on 
a 10 -year 
lease with the 
current
 Fallon 
House owners. 
That lease will 
transfer to the city 
when  it takes 
possession of the building. 
A 
pending 
relocation  
hasn't  
dimmed Pereira's optimism. He 
said he is cooperating fully with 
the city and is 
looking
 forward
 
to 
the rejuvenation of the 
building.
 
"As far as I'm concerned,  they 
could start construction
 tomor-
row." -he
 said. 
Part 
Time 
Summer/Year  
Round  
Positions
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Iht,
 
Immediate 
opportunity  
for P/T package handlers 
in Milpitas. 
RPS is a 
national  small package 
company
 in the 
San  
Jose  area. 
Ideal hours 
for  students: 
4:30am-9:30am,  pays $6.50
 per 
hour
 
plus 
$1.00  per hour 
educational  
assistance
 after 30 
days.  
Applicants must 
be
 able to load up 
to
 60 lb. 
boxes. 
For 
more  
information,
 please 
contact:  
Roadway
 Package
 Systems
 
(408) 263-2074
 
'Additional
 
information
 available at 
career  
planning  and 
placement.'
 
111111RIS
 
- 
tOAOWAY  
PACKAGE  
SYSTEM 
- 
"I will 
take
 two 
courses
 this summer as part of my 
Navy 
scholarship
 
requirements  VCC has the 
best
 faculty
 and 
administrators
 
around."  
Virgil Dizon,
 sophomore, 
majoring  in 
business
 
administration,
 AS Director of Academics and 
member
 
of
 
Filipino  Club. Virgil is in active service 
with the 
US 
Navy
 and will 
continue  his 
studies
 at 
San  
Jose
 
State.  
SAN JOSE CITY 
COLLEGE 
Summer
 
Session
 
3 -week session 
June  7-27 
6
-week session June 28- Aug 3 
Only  $5 per 
unit 
Many general 
education transfer courses 
offered --small classes, 
flexible schedules 
Register today 
Call 
288-3700  or visit 
Admissions  Office 
(Show SJSU 
ID for express 
registration.)  
San Jose 
City  College 
21(X) 
Moorpark  Avenue 
(at 
Highway 280) 
San Jose,
 CA 
95128  
Trash
 television
 has place 
in society 
says panel
 of journalists, 
producers 
LAS VEGAS, 
Nev.  (AP) The 
"Morton 
Downey Jr." show 
and  
other
 interview program!,
 with a bent 
for the 
weird  and rowdy have 
a place 
in television because
 they put view-
ers in touch with issues, defenders of 
so-called "Trash TV"
 say. 
And even if they're just plain 
bi-
zarre, shows like 
"Crime Time" 
that feature ex -felons singing, danc-
ing or 
cooking also deserve to be 
aired 
in a free society,
 a 
panel  of 
producers. journalists and advertis-
ers said Monday during a lively dis-
cussion of television from "MASH' 
to 
Trash" at the 
National  Associa-
tion of Broadcasters convention. 
In a session that at times threat-
ened to veer into a 
"Downey" -
brook. Morton Downey's producer, 
Bill Boggs. crossed
 swords 
with
 out-
raged audience
 members who said 
Downey was lowering TV stan-
dards.
 
"We're 
not yelling and hollering 
about 
transestites 
and 
mud  wres-
tling," Boggs said. "We're dealing
 
with issues.
 
"We're
 raising
 our 
voice
 
about  
things
 that are on the front page of 
the L.A. Times. the New York 
Times and Washington Post  
He said the 
issues 
Downey
 
treats.
 
such 
as
 gun 
control, polities 
and  the 
Ku Klux Klan. would 
generate
 
heated arguments in 
many homes. 
As for Downeys style, he 
said
 in 
a loud voice. "What is wrong with 
people raising their
 voice."' 
David 
Crook,
 a TV N rite!. 
hir the 
Los Angeles Times,
 said there is .1 
big difference between talk 
slio
 
, 
the 1960s and Gerald°
 Rixei.i's 
show on Monday. %inch 
visited
 Ne-
vada's notorious Mustang Ranch 
house
 of prostitution
 
Crook
 said Doviney and Geraldo 
were pros 
iding
 "an interesting 
counter- to 
traditional
 journalism
 
and were 
getting  "people on the 
street" to 
discuss
 
issues.
 
Boggs  agreed. mg. -Our 211 
has broken the mold of the polite 
host who's being neutral.'
 
Moderator 
James Bohannon, who 
is the 
host
 of 
"Crime  Time" and 
its  
companion "The Talk Show" felon 
'What
 is 
wrong
 
with
 
people 
raising
 
their 
voices?'
 
 
Bill 
Boggs,
 
"Morton
 Downey"
 producer 
interview
 
progam,
 suggested  
ilol 
he 
trend was for 
television 
shov,  
s 
t,i he 
more sensational. 
Jennings Bryant of the University 
of Alabama said he 
was  concerned 
about
 
the sikial
 eltects 
on 
children
 
ss ho
 
ii ix w atdi 
stiov(s  that
 
feed
 
on
 
pplariiine  their audiences. 
And 
NBC ensoi
 
Alan  
Gerson
 
said
 he 
could toicsee  an 
advertiser
 
hacklash
 
de\  
elomm,
 
"If 
the  
cm mininent
 tin
 
the 
coin -
ii 
err ial
 isn't
 
acceptable.  
i hat 
could
 he .1 
he said. 
It .111 (.0inineR.1.11  Al% 
cruisers 
tic-
ide
 that the 
pt.Ttalli 
1,11  1 L111111110.-
laNC, 
then
 the 
piottrani  won't 
be 
commeic  tally si.ihie. There are 
a 
number 
ot ,..liecks and 
balances.
 
But in
 iii eta ot 
cable TV there
 are 
a lot
 of ditletent owes and 
different 
program standards. 
Whai
 
i iii 
't
 suit-
able 
for NBC may be 
on 
other outlets. he 
said. 
Protect 
Your
 
Thesis
 
Bring 
your  
thesis
 to 
Kinko's
 Copy
 Center
 for 
quality  
copies
 
and 
professional
 binding
 service.
 
Bring in this 
ad
 and we will give 
you  20% off on your 
binding order You 
may 
choose any 
of our wide 
selection
 of cover 
styles
 and colors 
Offer  applies to all 
types and
 sizes of binding 
available Only one
 discount per 
customer  
Offer 
valid through 
6_30.439  
kinkois
 
the  
copy
 
center
 
Open
 
Early,  
Open 
Late 
295-4336  
.310
 
S.
 
Third
 
St. 
295-5511
 
.481
 
E.
 
San  
Carlos
 
St. 
Prices
 
Reduced!
 
Getting
 
Started
 
With
 
a 
Macintosh
 
Just
 
Got  
Easier
 
If
 
you've
 
been
 
waiting  
to 
buy  a 
Macintosh
 
computer
 
there's  
no 
time  
like  
the
 
present.
 
Succeeding
 
in 
school
 these
 days
 takes
 
ambition,
 
talent,  
hard 
work,
 and 
the 
right
 
tools.
 
There's
 no 
better  
tool 
for 
today's  
competitive
 
world  
than
 the
 
Macintosh
 
computer.
 
Whether
 you 
are 
walking
 the 
road 
less 
traveled,
 
writing  
with 
great 
expectations,
 
or 
plotting  
megatrends,
 a 
Macintosh
 
computer
 
will  
help
 you
 get 
control
 
of 
your  
time
 and 
your 
life.  
It just 
got 
easier  
to own
 a 
Macintosh.
 
Vi'e 
have  
reduced
 prices
 on 
the 
Macintosh
 
Plus,  
the
 
Macintosh
 SE 
with  2 
drives,
 and 
the 
Macintosh
 
SE
 
with
 a 
20
 
megabyte
 
hard  
disk.  
There
 are 
lots 
of 
ways  to 
buy 
a 
Macintosh,
 
or
 to 
help 
your 
parents
 buy
 it 
for 
you.
 So,
 stop 
by 
and  
we'll  
give  
you  
the
 
details
 
on
 how 
you 
can 
solve 
your
 search
 for
 
excellence  
with 
Macintosh.
 
There's
 
no 
time
 
like
 
today
 
to
 
graduate
 
up 
to 
Macintosh.
 
Bundles
 
with
 
special
 
pricing
 
available
-
stop
 
by
 
the  
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 
Computer
 
Department
 
for
 
more
 
details;
 
408/924-1809
 
The 
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 
Computer
 
Department
 
accepts
 
Apple  
Credit,
 
Apple  
Loan 
to 
Own,
 
Visa,  
MasterCard, 
personal
 
checks,
 and
 
cash.  
Prices
 arc 
lig 
Full
-Time
 
Faculty,
 Staff
 and 
Students
 
only 
Payments  
made
 by 
check,
 Visa,
 or 
MasterCard
 
must
 be 
in the 
name
 of 
the  
qualified
 SJSU
 
buyer,
 
parent  
or 
spouse.Not
 
good  
with 
any  
other  
offers.
 
limit -one 
system
 
unit  
per  
customer
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'Excellent'
 
engineering
 
projects
 
opi43 
%v. 
'1! 
Ii
 
ssa
 ersen -
 
a
 
y 
sta p 
otograp Ct 
Paid sig. a senior
 majoring in 
Mechanical  engineering. de ----- 
nstrates
 
tem Station
 during SiSt "s Engineering Escellence
 Day. 
Ins 
project
 -- a 
Spacecraft
 
Attitude
 
Determination
 and 
Control
 
Sr,-
yssa ensen 
al y sta 
photographer
 
'hemical  engineer
 Peter 
\\ling  discusses
 the oute  
 of his project
 
ind 
presentation
 
Iii 
his ad% isir
 Nlichael 
,Jennings.  
CSEA
 
OIL, 
tIII  Itoold 
appiiie
 
the 
CS! A inat, seek an in 
llf1,11t,Il  14, 4.'11,4111C 
1..1111,14,44..C.,  IC4:4:1\ 4: 
14 144:14.e111
 
.Itine 
raise.
 Sittitli 
Negotiation,
 
tor the 
'11,4,0,01
 
began
 14 months  
ago
 
411e inain agreement,
 icadied in 
...lisle .1 ft percent
 ti 
lease till .111 
en'  
n1osee,
 
siliedtileil
 tot lune 
1.
 a 
's 
I . 
,,*IiflhlilIIiliClit 
Iii1111
 
1111,1k'
 
I atilt.; than hitt. 1 1 11111
 LII 
siile 
liii UM 
anti 
s.il,iiimieases  
Iii Let 
1.1111 
dassilik:ation,
 it 
enTloges
 
The salais 
adiustment,  
till
 ,t,e 
sitic groups
 01 emplitees
 seie 
II 
JULIO.' II, 
i,iiIIiICi 11.11 111e (.S1 
!CHM:El 
(.S1  \ f 11L'e ttoikeis
 
LuLl mainte 
naike  
personnel
 !hoe 
tia.litionalb.
 
been undo
 1\11.1..1c:outing 
I 
('St \ 
The 
p1-itpose.1
 1.11111111.1
 
pnis 
teases longing 
1111111 1 IV! 
5V1I1 
III 1 
1  
peftent  
(liiiall.
 onion lepresentatit,es 
seemed  
1)Iva.- 
i 
ith tILe Lamar:Act. 
"Thete
 t. 
 
l'imitintetital  
agree  
STUDENT
 NIGHT 3.50 
CV21(6,61-.16,3
 
HIGH 
HOPES
 
2nd If Yon Coma 
ff91,3300  
CRUSOE 
PAPERMOUSE
TIll 
MURMER  
OF 
HEART
 
FESTIVAL  
OF 
ANIMATION
 '89 
*CAMERA
 ONE 
366  S S i 1  
294 3800. 
[104121r 
1"WE RENT FOR LESS" 
CARS/TRUCKSNANS
 
 Clean. 
quality !entats 
 Daily 
rates from 519 95 
 
visa,MC
 accepted 
but  
not 
required 
 
Unlimited  mileage 
 Age 
requirement  21 
 8 
minutes  
from campus 
 ;0% 
discount for
 SJSU 
Students,
 faculty,  & 
Stall
 
on weekly
 
& 
monthly  
rentals
 
Santa 
Clara 
Industries  
50 
Umbarger  
Road 
San  
Jose
 
CA. 95111
 
(408)281-4666 
A FEENTION 
S.J. 
STATE  
SPARTANS!!  
FREE
 
Nacho Plate 
w/purchase of any 
meal  or beverage 
CASA 
AZTECA  
quite 
simply
 _MO OF 
TM
 
SANTA CI.ARA 
VALLEY'S FINEST MEXICAN 
RESTAURANTS
 
No Val.! W Other Offer,
 11,1 our.. 
CASA 
AZTECA
 
RESTAURANTS  
LZPOMOR/TIIIRIrl
 
5 ',MI I 
5,1% 1051 A 
SEllERS
 
40,1011
 
!FP/
 
111C111
 1111111 both 
sides.
 Smith san] 
Catol Ai 
uta.
 an 5.111  se..ietai
 
sant
 
she IN 
5.111511ekl  M 1111 1111: f:011 
II Ill 
1 think 
most people sill Sote 
to 
1111116 it.- she said 
'I 
think  
most
 
people
 
will
 vote 
to 
ratify  
it.' 
 
Carol Aruta,
 
SJSU 
secretary
 
14111 \\VIC 
41111
 s4
 
,111t. 
41141111,
 
411,1111t 1114: MI1041114:
 ill
 rant !cation 
II/ 
I/feEs 
1 don't flunk the
 
union
 Sole
 is 
going  to hat e 
toRe
 
ill 
\% hal the
 tnistees
 said  
11th 
Lindh.  a CST
 A lepiesentatit
 
fhe  CST A I.:presents
 
CS CIS
 
v,oikei
 on 
the 
,:anipti,.  es, luding 
Ill. iill and 
.1/11111111511 .1116
 L. person 
itcl 
Police:
 
San
 Jose 
force  
/- I OM 
611111 fill (lp1M Mg in some twes of 
crime, Johnson said. 
1)uring the 
fitNt
 three 
months ot 
1484. rohber '.6 Iii 
v.eapon
 
lumped 25 percent
 thefts lumped I I 
percent. auto thefts 
jumped  
21, pet-
eent and 
aggraNaied  assault lumped 
:V, 
according  to 
Johnson. 
In the :ilea lust 
north of campus. 
along
 
Santa (lila Street. 
SJPI)  
sta-
tistics
 from 
1987
 
suggest  that a 
InOet than a% etage number ot ho-
mocirle. 
toicthle  
tapes.  strong arm 
tohbeties. pett theft, and rhturInng  
the peace 
modems
 
took
 
place.  
It tris on Santa (lai Stieet lust 
MO blocks
 t rom e.iittpLis %%hoe 
16611
 
San Jitse
 
police  officers sere shot
 
and killed earlier 
this
 
)esvite
 
these numbers. 
Johnson
 
empliasi/ed  
that San
 
still 
Ecla-
t;
 
safe
 
-101 
a large
 City. are 
still  one  
of the safest,.. lie 
said.  
Pedigo said that PACT identified 
Come 
grow 
with 
us. 
Orchard Supply Hardware
 is the people-onented leader 
of the hardware industry. With 
a commitment to ex-
pansion 
and growth, we offer our employees benefits 
such as competitive starting pay, employee discounts, 
profit sharing, product knowledge 
training  and a history 
of promotion from within. 
If you share our commitment
 to customer
 service, 
come grow with us. Join 
our San Carlos Street, Sun-
nyvale,  Branham Lane, Silver Creek, Cottle Road and 
Prospect Road Stores in one of the following 
opportu-
rlities
 
Part -Time 
Cashiers,  
Salespeople, Pick-Up Clerks 
and Receiving Clerks 
For all these positions, you should be a high school 
graduate (or equivalent) and be able to work day, week-
end or evening hours. Pick -Up Clerks must be 18 
years old and able to lift and load heavy merchandise 
and 
operate  a forklift. 
Stop in and discover more about OSH. 
We
 are accept-
ing applications during store hours at: 
San Carlos Street Store 
720 West San 
Carlos Street 
San Jose 
Sunnyvale Store 
777 Sunnyvale/Saratoga Road 
Sunnyvale 
Branham
 Lane Store 
1130 Branham
 Lane 
San Jose
 
Silver Creek Store 
1751 
East  Capitol Expressway 
San
 Jose 
Cottle 
Road  Store 
5651 Cottle
 Road 
San 
Jose  
Prospect 
Road  Store 
5365 
Prospect 
Road 
San 
Jose 
We are an 
equal  opportunity employer 
Oird
 tally 
ermie as a ke 
concern 
among  
/1116611
 
town residents 
questionecl  during 
series of inter% leV, 
5 661111 4:4411111M11111%
 
lit hells 
-The 
liasen't stresse.1 the need 
III
 mote 
l'edigo
 said 
-lila 
the 
there's
 a
 
lull 
of
 
clime 
anil 
lot drugs 
Tspansion
 ot die police 
tor,  ,. 
pears  to come 
.11 epene .; 
priposed substai. .11 in South Soli 
Jose.  shich 
66 
.
 lii 
IS
 
eil !tom ilic 
I 1)89
 9-1 
copitit
 implio 
einem.
 
Itud 
retill
 
I inki  
to 
hind the 
hiring,
 
\ building 
1.104:5
 li/El 
plow,
 
plc.'.
 
Johnson  
said  
ith 
more
 
patrols  i 
in 
the stieets. 
01 t Il_/flE 
can spenr1 time 
attempting 
hi 
pietent
 Linnet, 
instead  
iit  
sill/Ills
 
Ii 
-Tootling to them. he sas1 
..We
 need 1" 
111e6
 
1.111
 /1 r./1 /111 k.6161'"11
 '6 hc" Johlt 
.1rogs
 111111111 l.11iiilliitt 
11112 
II 
rotibei
 son 
atILled  
MXT
 
M 
Movers
 Express"
 
Small Moves 
 Fast 
USA  WORLD 
Your move too small for Van Lines? 
MX will save 
you money 
to 
anywhere  in the world. 
408-971-0290
 
Is 
Your  
Advertising  
Getting
 
Lost  
in 
Smoke?
 
4114tv° 
Athertisc
 iii 
the 
Spartan  Daily 
PULLING TOGETHER 
The
 
Quest  to 
be the Best is a Team
 Effort 
kEAAAVEMS
 
HARVEYS RESORT 
HOTEL/CASINO,
 located in 
beautiful  Lake Tahoe, 
will  have
 represen-
tatives
 
at San Jose State
 
University  
on
 May 11,
 1989 to 
conduct
 interviews for full-time
 
and 
summer postions. 
Employment  
opportunities  are available In the following 
areas:
 
Food
 & 
Beverage,  
Hotel  Casino, Dealers (1 week school)
 
Contact 
the Career
 Planning & Placement 
Center to set up an interview 
and
 ask 
about  our: 
S2CO.00 
SUMMER  
INCENTIVE
 
Be 
a part
 of the
 
winning
 
team.
 
Harvey's
 
the  
newest
 
and 
best
 
resort
 
hotel/casino
 
at 
Lake
 Tahoe
 has 
openings
 
in 
the
 
food,
 beverage, hotel, 
and 
casino  
departments.
 
(Summer
 
seasonal  
positions
 
also 
available
 - 
great for 
college
 
students.)
 
Meet  
with  
our  
managers
 and 
department
 
heads  
to 
discuss  
your 
future
 with 
Harvey's
 
and  the
 
excitement
 
working
 
at 
beautiful  
Lake  
Tahoe.
 
You  
could
 
become
 a part of 
Harvey's  
winning
 
team.  
Spartan  
Daily/Monday,
 May
 8, 
1989
 
Page 
7 
olill  
Classified  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
  
CREDIT,
 
CREDIT,  
CREDIT,
 tor 
stu-
dents
 
interested  
in
 
obtaining  
credit  
Gel  your
 VI. 
Masterca.
 
now 
Call  
(406)
 2934174 
FREE 
VISA 
MASTERCARD
 & 
SEARS
 
eppleation
 
for 
college  
students'
 
Jusl 
send 
 set 
address.d
 
sitiffiP.4
 envelope
 to 
KAiHATSU
 
MARKETING,
 734 
S 415 St 
. Boa 
5. 
Philadelphia.  
Pa 19147
 Apply 
today
 for your 
future,
 
NEED 
MEDICAL
 
INSURANCE7
 
Want 
good 
coverage 
you can 
afford, 
We 
have quality 
plans 
it 
low 
prices
 Monthly
 temn
 
available  
Call 
Marl.  Ellice
 
at 
(408)943-9190
 
for  
no
 
obligation
 
gums
  
STUDENT 
DENTAL 
OPTICAL 
PLAN 
Enroll
 Now. 
Save 
your
 teeth.
 eyes 
and 
Money too 
Cleanings 
and of-
fice 
visIls  
al no 
charge
 For
 bro-
chure
 see 
 
$
 
office  
or
 Student 
Health Center
 or 
cell
 
(408)37
 
1-
6611
 in 
San 
Jose 
SOUTH  BAY 
BULLETIN  
BOARD  
Something
 tor 
every 
interest!
 Ro-
mance. 
friendship. 
adv.lure 
Leave
 your 
message or you un 
hear six 
messages from 
others, 
try it, 
you'll  be 
glad you did
 Call 
dolly, 
Message. change
 fre-
quently Only 52 any toll 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUY A 
NEW CAR 
hassle 
fron
 for 
less 
money You 
pick  the model, 
;mike 
end 
accessories We 
fInd you the 
best deal. no obligation
 Ind..
-
dent broker.
 00000 
ences  call KEN 
II 728-0E10 
CHEVY
 SPO  'S 
COUPE,
 1983 CITA-
TION  0 -ti 
Low 
blue book 
06
 4 
.pd
 
ps pb pwr 
windows.  sir 
cruise 
cnii,  am 1rn 
Stereo. .w 
tires
   clutch
 muffler. 
S2250 Eves 
287-5476  
IS IT 
TRUE
-J.. for 544 through
 the 
government,
 Call for I Ws, 1.312-
742-1142.
 ext 8115 
TRANSPORTATION
 VEHICLES 
- lo 
get you where 
your. going Spe-
cial 
payment
 plan 
6 gay credit 
for students 81. J 
Motors. corner 
of
 
lit
 
& Virginia, 798
 5 
tel 
St . 
San Jose 2864810 
41 HONDA 
hatchback Auto 
cassette  
056 miles, reliable. 52700 
Call 
733-2954 
81 TOYOTA
 4 0 4. 
greet condition. 
836 
hI 
. big tiles, roll bars,
 lights, 
cempershell, 
$4700  be Cell 978-
2052 
COMPUTERS
 
IBM COMPATIBLE
 computer 
w printer -6406-2 floppies
 mono 
monnorectended
 kbrd 
970011011
 
use. Janet 924-8414 
NEW APPLE LASER WRITER IISC 
only 100
 pa 
printed.
 
$1850 
Cell 
267-1735 Jack or (415)566-3742 
WE -PAY CASH for 
8006
 MAC drives. 
MAC SE, 
P52 Cell John
 at 
946-
5015  
FOR  SALE 
A PAIR OF 
held lave As 
tickets.  530 
As. bonus you will 
reetive
  
baseball 
card
 teams. Send to 
P0 Box 277921
 Sacramento. Ca 
95827.7926  
MATTRESS
 SETS. NEW. BEDS. 
Twin 
$85. full $99. 
qu.rt  $129. 
king sias
 You get 
both
 pieces  
Bunkbeds
 $129 
Beeltrames  avail-
able now if your bad i.e I giving 
you the 
comfort
 or the support 
you lea 
why not get  new bed,
 
Our beds are
 
only 
comfonsble
 & 
cheap 
C811945-8558  
GREEK
 
THE GIRLS OF RAI 2 drink  1.st to 
the grandest couple we know, 
Cong'a's
 STEPH & MATT' WE 
iove
 
HELP WANTED 
AD ASST OFFICE MGR Ad agency 
seets assistant to support 
prInci-
psis Sri' agency envirrmment al-
lows 
view of many 
facets
 of ad -
vomiting 
Duties Inci 
sdrnin . 
bkkping. 
& clerical support Good 
org 
skills,
 detailed oriented. 
640-
50
 wpm 
required  WE 
preferred 
Call Robert .1(808)739.8S40 
ADDRESS ENVELOPES 5500 00 & up 
per week Send SASE
 RENTERIA 
ASSOCIATES. 
P0
 Boa 3247. San 
Jose CA 
95116  
AGENCY NEEDS AO GRUNT Must 
type 40-50 wpm and be 
willing  to 
do 
everything -that s legal Call 
Cathy  
(408)739.8543
  
AGENTS NEEDED $350 day, Pro-
cessing  product orders People 
call
 you No xp Call (refund...) 
518-459-8697
 eel 66404 
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA-
TORS needed on 
gr..yd
 shirt 
end w.kend shift (28-40 hr work 
week'
 Requires 1-3 yrs much or 
elec assembly exp 
or equiv 
ad
 in 
the sciences or computer prog 
Must be  U S citizen
 We offer 
1000.
 eductilion remb 
Call  
415 493-1800. s445. VARIAN 
AVON  
SALES Buy or .11 
Aron,  
Earn Firs income or allow me to 
sell
 to you, 
It
 beely co 
in 
America - Do your 
shoppIng  with 
Avon, Avoid
 crowds
 & lei 
me 
serve you M -F 
8 30-530 Jane 
251-5942 
CHEER
 UP,
 mm hiring 
Due to 
expan-
sion.  / need more
 people to 
earn
 
$15010 $500 a week for part time
 
hours doing a phone promotion 
Guaranteed salary & bonuses We 
Nair CaN Dove 
406.727-0447 
CHILDCARE 
POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE Full and pert time perms-
nent poettlons 
available
 Northern 
California
 Nannies, 
175  San Ante 
nlo Rd. Suite 112. Co. Altos, Ca 
94022. (415) 9492933  
COUNSELOR
 DIRECT
 CARE 
STAFF  
naeded 
It
 residential 
1.111.s
 tor 
young adults & 
adolescents ieNh 
autism 
& related 
dIsablIttles  
Fult
 
and pan 
time  positions 
available
 
Storting  14-9425
 m Call (404) 
448-3953 
CO REPRESENTATIVES
 NEEDED 
NOW, Greet sees & 
public rote 
lions 
experience  Pert 
full
 IN. 
product
 delivery 
fobs. Ilevlbie 
Sr.
 . 
good  pay Queffffeetions 
Pend....
 Money & commune. 
11.. 
& must
 neon car pickup
 
Mock  
Jane,
 Direct 
Language. 
(115)620-4111
 
CUSTOMER 
RELATIONS 
REPRESEN-
TATIVE Heritage CalevIrsion 
has 
Immediate opiness  
for 
bright enthusiastic. indeklusts
 
with ell 
cOnMuniCetion  skills & 
customer conial ova Good do 
tar 
ripply In  acItIng. 
toot -grow-
ing
 Industry Phone computer. 
sakes
 eau 
desirable
 Good 
educa-
tion
 & bilingual
 are 
slue.  No 
phone  CaNa Osage 
Apply  In per -
sweet
 
234E
 
Gish  11, 
San Jaw 
or 
send resume
 to Heritage
 Cable-
vielon,
 PO 
Box  114,
 
San
 JOINS 
Ca
 
95103-0114
 EOE ME  
DOWNTOWN
 
REAL
 
ESTATE
 
office
 
needs
 mature 
...Wary
 
receplich  
nist 
2 
parttimers
 or more to he 
hrs of 9-5.14F
 Good not 
reel typ-
ing  must
 Good 
pat, bs.d On 
mop 
IL skills 
May then 
some  
Apply 
regardless  01 avail 
nrs 
calling  Ray 
290-5522 
(eve*  55,-
0232) 
EULIPIA
 
RESTAURANT
 is 
seeking 
bartender..  dieser..
 & a book-
keeper
 Flea hre , call 
280-6161. 
374 S 1.151 
San Joe* 
EXPERIENCED
 PASTE-UP
 PERSON 
needed
 tor fail semester of Spar-
tan Daily 
Approvindiely 4 hrs 
each evening 
starting  at S p-rn  
Apply 
before 5 16
 
at DBH. Room 
208 a cell Bonnie 
Boil et 924-
3274
 
FOREIGN
 
STUDENTS  & SCHOLARS
 
Intl businesses
 6 investors
 seek 
foreign 
nattonals
 we' first
 hand 
knowledge
 of 
economic. 
busi-
ness. 
scientific.  & political 
condi 
'ions  In home 
country
 for
 
Consult
-
Mg 
assistance  For into 
send  
resume
 to ICS 
1011.700  
St
 Marys 
Pi 
Suite  1400 San 
Antonk  
TX 78205 or 
8004212828  Est 856 
GARDNER-HANDYMAN.
 
57 hr 
steady. 
every Sunday 9AM-
NOON 
Bascom-Foxworthy
 area 
Must have car 
3774433 eves 
JAPANESE
 TUTOR WANTED!! 11 To 
tutor fellow
 SJSU 
sludanI 
ore 
ISO 
summer  Japanese 
exchange  
student preferred Call Klmbo 
(404)268-5140 or 286-9620 
LIFEGUARDS 
SEASONAL  & year 
round
 positions realist. now 
Salary Lifeguards 
SS 50-58.40 
bit
 
Pool
 Managers 57 00-58 
110 hr 
Call 9422470 
NEED OUT 
GOING  people, 
mu.l
 sing 
lot telegram service 
Can make 
$100 per day Call 
295-2732   
PASSPORT
 UNLIMITED
 Is hiring for 
Spring MerketIng Compete'
 Rep 
4 star restaurants 
25 hr wit 
$150 00 guaranteed Kevin 727-
E1962 
PERSONNEL RECRUITER 
GOLDEN 
WEST  EMPLOYMENT sercke 
seeks career minded indieduel 
that likes to Work 
in  teal paced 
office environment Will be Inter-
viewing. screening and 
placing
 
applicants with our clients You 
will recruit clerical.
 light Indus-
trial. accounting 
and 
technical  
people Will work with our 
*Mo-
rn..d  appllunt retrieve com-
puter system to match our 
eppli-
cants with lob orders Clients 
include
 high tech. industrial.
 son, 
Ice end retail 
companies Will 
handiest..  range of duff. Ex-
cellent advancement opportuni-
ties Golden W.1 Is an Inc 500 
co 
Ione of the fastest growing
 
firms In the 
netIoni  Deg'ae  help-
ful
 but not 
required
 Ann Rick V 
Golden West. 3,40 
DoLaCruz  
Blvd *110. Santa Clara. Ca 
95064.0061980.9555 
SECURITY OFFICERS  PROCESS 
SERVPR9  Fell 
pee Ikea 
monelle-
off Ice'  all shifts Full port 
llnie  
evening 
process
 servers
 We will 
train Apply In person Moo -Fri. 
9AM-4PM.
 260 Meridian 
An..
 San 
Jose. Attn.'s. Inc
 
SUMMER JOBS ON CRUISE
 SH1PSff, 
(817)626-6136 
.1
 C.30  
SUMMER JOBS Head Counselor A 
Residential Idyl.. positions
 
open Apply at UPWARD BOUND 
program.
 Wl..C219, 924.2567 
Apply by May 15.1989 Deadline 
SUNNYvALE  SOFTWARE 
Busmees
 
seeks secretary 
to handle various 
duties Professional. pleasant 
phone 
manner.  typing 55 wpm 
sr sp. bkkpg.
 shorthand. 
58 hr 
Full lime, 
call  745-0234 
TELEMARKETING, 
APPOINTMENT  
SETTING Part M.. 12000k 
POSSIBLE. 
daily Cash 
Walking 
distance from campus, 
friend,/
 
supportive atmosphere
 At-
ternoon  evening shifts avail-
able Good vole. & 
personality
 
Call BIAS .1 250-3033 
THE STUDENT UNION is now hiring 
for 
Botanical Maintenance plant 
personne 
positions 
Contact Stu-
dent Union Dir.tor.  s Office 
WANTED
 DATA ENTRY 
porttime.  
mln 
50 WPM. good
 communica-
tion 
Preferred  
sp..
 English & 
Spanish Contact PAC LUTRAN 
(408) 279.2050 
WANTED 
DINNER SHIFT 
WAITRESS
 
& busboy 
Coll  Mac at AMMO
 
? Restaurant,  996-9711 
WORKERS  
NEEDED  TO staff 
events 
at SJSU 
R. Center. Shore,. 
Amp . S J Cone
 Ctr and more 
Concerts. sports 4 
private  par-
ties 11 you are 
ICHAIng
 to earn 
ONUS
 money based on your swill 
ability. pease 
coil 
Staff Network 
011513684966
 
56-585,
 to Mart 50 
posItlus.  Recep-
tion 
Security,
 no exp nec FT PT. 
dey swing grave 
shifts Weekly 
pay dental in. benehts We 
Sr.
 
looking for
 triendly 
people
 to 
work in
 
HI -tech Apply VAN-
GUARD
 
SECURITY. 3212 Soon 
Blvd,
 Santo CNra (between Son 
Tomas  £01000) 
HOUSING 
FOR RENT. largo 
two bedroom apart-
ment near
 campus. 5550 
no
 de-
posh 5700 *vele. JUNE I. call 
2794075 
NEAR
 SJSU. 
20100k. Rofilb largo up-
stairs 2 bdrrn. 1 bth opt Ayelleffe 
11:1 M. 167$ mw des No pets. 
555S St  415-364.1250 
ONE 
EINIM APT close to SJSU 
Out11  responsible sIngie mature 
ca. 
9450mo,
 293-4091
  
PRIV 
Rail
 2815 frrn SJSU 
Kit  prN
 no 
sinks
 Prefer upper level
 
reap stu-
dent 297-7679 
PROF 
going on  
T1CAL 4 
bOnn 
20411  horn hou. Well Ante to 
Jenuttry Nee 
negliborhood.  10 
min to SJS1.1. 31250 rho Inci
 get
-
deer.
 267-7757 
ROOMS FOR RENT, Across frrn SJSU
 
Business Tower 3 
.me
 tn 3 
0th
 10 rni Ismer. Tenant prang 
provkad Easy 
walk  to campus 
Rms-112406250
 mth, plus 3175 
deli aimed 
over
 3 MO. 
Cal
 Cur-
tis 
2754626.
 6-RPM.
 1400434-
3709  
day*  
SHARE 
NICE
 2 bdrm 2 
aft apt off 
MeKee,10 min hm campus 2 
leapoolistinmicroda
 
5310mo-8250
 
dep.  256-0646
 
Aaron 
lv msg 
4 kern, 
2066, 201 N 5th St mels
 
the..,
 
stove.
 reels,
 newly re-
modeled  Victorian 
Staff only 
apply
 
511001.0
 , call 
779-3719   
2 
BR,
 571
 
$
 7th St. 
New  dupes, 
point, bathroom, 
cable  TV. 
8400mw 
Ceti 2410439 
PERSONALS 
ADOPTION. NuturIng 
couple wants to 
shower newborn with 
love, laugh. 
ter, and securthz Expenses pt. 
Gail coltect (916( £23 -Ins
  
ADOPTION -THE 
LOVING OPTION... 
Hugs 6 kisses!
 Love & enuggles' 
Happily marled coupte wish to 
adopt 
your
 ninstarn Or 
Infant 
Meese  call collect for 
more
 
infor-
mation 
(406)335-5970  
ECCLES/A GNOSTIC* SACRAMEN-
TORUN For 
gnostke
 religion is 
God's sense of mystery, not 
man's 
Insistence 011 dogma
 Cate-
brae that myetery WM us 
at
 
Mese, open to all, 7 
PM
 Sunders 
It the VIven Chapel of the lel 
United kliethodlet Church. 24 N 
5th 
St.
 San 
Jose We also train 
ckirgy, both mete and female, who 
share our vision For hint,. 
Infor-
mation, call 3747458 
evenings  
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwonted 
hair
 removed
 
forever  Specialist 
Confidential,  
your
 very own 
probe 247-7416. 335 S Beyviood 
Ave 
Son Joel 
EXAM FILES trm Professors through-
out ttis USA 
E.01
 
problems effth 
the professors own deleted 
solu-
tions Available for
 6 
Englnoeri,g  
courses. Calculus,
 FIT. DIft Foils 
Lin Aid Chem. 0
-Chem.  Physics
 
& 
more  23 different books 
avail-
able at 
Sparlen
 Bookstore idown-
stairs) and Roberts
 Bookstore 
GREEK -RUSSIAN -ARABIC 
FEST'. 
VAL,. Noon to sundown at Camp-
bell Community Cont. 
May  1410 
Cell 
now for 
funher
 
Into 
377.5525  
and  brochure 
wilt 0. sent 
LUTHERAN 
CAMPUS WORSHIP every 
Sunday 
morning
 at 10 45 AM at 
Campus Christian Center, 
10th  4 
San 
Carlos
 For 
more
 
Information  
about activities, call Rev
 herb
 
...be' 
.1
 
299-0201
 
PREGNANT? Birth mothers, you have 
 choice Call VICKY coffect
 for in-
formation privet. adoption 
Where to begin? (406)423-7339. 
VISA OR 
MASTERCARD!
 Even if 
bankrupt or bad credit! We guar-
antee you  card or double your 
money back Call
 
18051  682.7555 
ext M-1103 
401970-2002  SOUTH 
BAY 
BULLETIN BOARD 
Now them 
is a fast. easy way to meet quality 
people In the prIvKy or your 
home
 It s 
so easy' 
When  you cell, 
you will be told how
 10
 
11.00
 your 
own message or 
hear six different 
messages left by others There 
B ram...es from people with 
all 
types of interests 
When 
you  hear 
something you 
like, give Mal per-
son  
cell That  ft! Cell today $2 
toll,  If tiny 
SERVICES
 
BARE IT ALL' Stop shaving, waxing, 
tweezing or using 
chemical
 Spill -
tones Let rne pernerently 10-
nods. your unwanted heir (attn. 
bikini, tummy. moustache. etc 
155.
 discount to students and 110-
uay Call before Juno
 I.
 1909 and 
get your first appt at 
I 
2 price 
'Unwented Heir DIseppurs With 
My Care Gwen 
Chola..  IE 
559-3500. 1845 S Bascom 
Ave  . 
MC 'Her Today Gone 701101 -
DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICES
 
B rochures, 
flyers. graphics 
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS
 of 
ell fields up to ..utiv. We 
offer 20 postscript  laser 
printed  
copies of your resume plus 20 
matching  envelopes  tor lust $30. 
FREE DELIVERY 
Elnoll.
 De. 
6,01'4(415)9644183  
Join
 ASECU
 - Your stUdent 
Credit
 
Union -..fits include Tulflon-
Bmks-Computer 
Loans  Corn-
peeve Savings Rates
 .Free
 
Check Writing Cashed
 
.Menu 
lecturer  Hanover GSL S Va-
limb. Member 
PrIvileg.. Call 
947-7273  or drop by our office at 
8th and San Sahel. 
MONEY FOR STUDENTS,' We match 
students wtth available 
financial 
aid regardless 
of rodes  or 
family
 
income Let our unique compute-
rized
 finding .rvIce provide
 you 
with  custom Ilst of sources 
Alter  you 1111 out  data 
font,  our 
computer ...to only those 
source, you are qualltled to re 
calve, thus 
.surIng the best pos-
sible 111 Our  service Is loci -coal 
and guaranteed,  Cali or 
write 
Student Aid ServIc.,
 106 E Fre-
mont A. , 0176.
 Sunnyvale. Cs 
94017.
 
1-900-U5A.1221.
 ert 8153 
PHONE 
WRICOUT  HOME, Compute-
rized sneering and mese.. 
service Cell 534-1300 
PLANNING A WEDDING, Looking tor 
 non-denomiriatlonal service 
cr personal 
vows, Plan now for 
summer cerern.kis Cell Rev 
Larson 11 207-7023
 
PROFESSIONAL  DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree Michas formerly of 
KSJS
 
You v0 gel the pad. vne've gol 
tne 
music'  kW., ProduetIons 
provides a wide venire/ of music 
tor your 
wedding  party or dance 
It mason.. rat. Call Desiree 
or Phil at 
270-0960
 
O 9227359 
PROOFREADING, EDITING, RE-
SEARCH. Quality wort Call DEE 
at (408)292-7029   
RESUMES, Employers expect Mow 
You need one Cot design
 
can 
gfv you that profe.loffe look 
you need 625 for beer Whiffed re. 
sum. $15 for 
cover  letter& Cal 
245-4616 
SEWING
 AND
 ALTERATIONS Casual 
Ind evening 
weer, spectate... In 
weddings,  forma, etc 
REASON*.  
BCE RATES. quality 
work In WN-
logo Glen
 time call Meta el 
446. 
5404 
T-SHIRTS 
for honer.... sororities. 
clubs, 
Wales.  Custom semen 
printing on shirts. sweets and 
jackets 
Quolfty work
 It
 r.sone-
Ole
 rItes 
SJSU
 DISCOUNTS 
Contact Dap et 
(406)262-7377,
 
Monday  
Mrough
 Fridley 3-10
 
PM. 
WONTING, RESEARCH SERVICES 
Acederna,  papa, 
thetas
 seals-
lance Ohoslorriling eating. M-
unro.. word-prodeleing AP sub-
side Ouallited welters Re-
writing Caleareque. Wort goer. 
*Mad
 Lao rata Cal...lea 
ConwrumIcallens Ilerlietery 
(415)  
841-5016 
WOWING. RESEARCH. 10116/0  Ver. 
seep papal. stall
 
860-777-7901
 
TRAVEL 
TWA OFFEERS 
SJSU
 STUDENTS 10% 
on anywhere any tare Purchase 
your 
TWA student di..nt
 cord 
now Also 
aria 
about  TWA GET-
AWAY 
creelH  card CAN Andy
 
It 
(446)297-4000. TWA campus rep 
' 
TYPING  
AAAA'ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT, 
ACCOUNTABILITY. ACKNOWL-
EDGEABLE in typing Mats tops 
Trust
 TONY,  2912067 Thanks 
51 50 per
 
pug. 
double  sp.. 
Available seven days weekly 
WO turnaround
 All work guar-
anteed  
Thanks  
PROFESSIONAL
 
WORD PRO. 
CESSING Quick and reesonable 
Fast turnoround Letter 
quality 
Call Shelly 
(404)247-7520
 
AAH. WHEN OVERWHELMED by re-
ports to be typed.
 RELAX AND 
LEAVE 
THF TYPING TO ME Cred-
o s,. end 
undesired  A.urn., 
term 
papers,
 
theses,
 reports
 
01111
 
kinds  
Studonl
 rates for
 Umbr-
a..
 
Ausilablo 
clay. HOMO 
ends by most Call 
Ann.  972-1992 
 BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime, Pro-
1.sion1 
wordprocssing serv-
ices that include Iasi turnaround, 
guarantee copy,  grammar 
editing,  
laser printer, graphs and 
so much 
more 
Cell PAMELA 
at (4081 
916 
3842
 to reserve your 'Imo
 now 
Only 15 
minutes
 from campus 
ABSTRACT
 WE'RE NOT' Academic 
word
 
processing  
our specialty 
Guarenteed 
quality eccurscy 
Fret  disk storage proofing. Re. 
sons.. fetes Were fast, 
depend. 
able. grammar -experienced
 Col 
lege 
grads,
 so call us with papers 
reports. 
theses (esp Science)
 
etc Et 2Si -04/9
 
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL
 desk-
top publishing & word pro-
cessing Pepers,thesis.r.urnes,
 
reports. 
manuscripts  & group 
protects 
welcome Student mete 
7 me km 
campus nr 6800
 McK. 
(BERRYESSA sr.) 
To ensure 
your 
paper's 
completion
 on 
.hedule reserve your time early 
PJ-923-2309
 
ACCURACY
 
AND 
QUALITY  
offered  
Prof.sione
 typing. reasonable 
Term papers
 and
 resumes Coll 
Elaine 279-2221 292-0941, 
260 Meridian 
ANN' WORD 
PROCESSING Theses  
Reports - Letters No lime to type 
your paper, Call 
Mary
 Ann 
at
 
Ann's. 
Santa Clara, 241.5490 
Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER 
ClON 10 School 
Available night 
and day Rush lobs are my spec, 
e lltY 
Cell
 P5110
 
11
 
(4081225-50250,
 
(406)225-9009
 
CALL LINDA TODAY lot eaperlenCed, 
professional word processing 
with Laser printer Theses, 
term
 
papers group protects, etc 
All
 
formats
 Including 
*PA 
$175 page double spaced (10 
pitch) 
Quick return Transcription
 
services available 
Almaden 
Brenham area Phone 
264-4504  
CALL MRS MORTON st 266-9448 tor 
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING 
,A
 
tWIn popers.reseerch  projects 
& resumes Will oddly assist w 
grammar, punctuatton, and sen 
tence structure (knowledgable on 
Tumble, APA. 
& Campbell for. 
nuts). Equipment  
used Word 
Perfect HPLaSor4111 Consider-
able business 
exponents  and for-
mer English major WILLOW 
GLEN In.. 
COMPUTER- fast -accurate. near Ham. 
Itton
 A Winchester, Campbell
 Call 
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 
S1 50 per 
page  
DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD., This 
yeer,  
Call
 
a typist who is 
KperlenCed In 
all formats 
(Including  APA) lot all 
your typing
 need. 
I tn..)
 
Laser 
printer,
 desktop pubilahing 
Cell Linda The Write 
Type  723-
1714 
EDP SERVICES 
- experienced pro. 
feeelonol word 
processing,
 
theses,
 resumes,  letters. reports 
Just 15 minutes horn campus 
Call Eveyn, 270-6014 
EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING 
On 
campus  pickup delivery Let-
ter quolity Term papers. group 
protects, thews. resurnes,  f.ulty
 
protects.
 etc APA. MLA. Turablen
 
tOrnrats 
Okial quer (27
 yrs etp 
Call Roe 274-3884 (Nave mes-
sage) Available 7 days w.k. oleo 
June. July and August  
EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING some-
time Why
 not make the best im-
pression'
 A nestly-typed paper 
gets a Maur gr.. For the be. 
result. call Barbara el 
WRITE TYPE -(409)972.9430
 
AN 
EXPERIENCED  
SECRETARY
 for 
your acedemic,  business. legal 
word processing needs Term 
pa-
pers. reports, resumes. letters.
 
group 
pro).ts. manuals. 
liras. 
etc Lefler 
guilty,
 
All 
formats
 
plus APA. 
SPELCHEK. punctua-
tIon. gramme, assistane All 
work guaranteed 
Fren
 disk 
stor  
age Affordable  student
 & faulty 
Bloom County
 
3011 
000 0/H 
fet%011.(4  
01.0414', 
010  
(110 ojAi
 ocai 
s  ' 
CA1.1
 
XW4E7  
A71/07,19AY 
erigat..,'
 I 
_ZIA
 
Laugh
 Lines 
Berke  
Breathed
 
Wanda Folk 
(USIEN
 tPoPs,
 Tockkv 
werxE  cioNNAHAvE ANI
 
ICE 
CREAM
 
SOCIAL
 WITH
 
SOUR
 
SPEGJAL. 06.1F-ST5..
 
LI 
640  
401 
IsiFL.O540-C v.. 1 
MEsSIES
 
ArsiON040L15
 
IRE THEY ftIENOLIXASTS 
Rocky  
PERES A 
LOW MCA Rb2012 
I swat( FcR 
51:1)
 It. Ems 
 Cct.61ANT
 FACIAL-
CF 
9:01Zs 
Latchkey 
Diary  
IT
 '5 
ED51R1iNIEF_D10  
eh& 
A  
cr-c  
-THANK \A:1) FoR
 (01AIK6,
 EARyac 
AND NJOLAJ,
 FOR AIL/R
 L157EN/INO
 
Atqrs 
DAi-JC NC, 
RE/vUPE,Th
 
Music/at..
 sryLinivs
 
OF
 
N'
 
C05/E5P
 
Daily 
Interruption
 
.,, 
I CLN'T KNC1N 
EIUT ILL 1124 
aHlUiPit,  ONCE 
512cm<zio(
 
HI
 
I'M
 PAT 
FROM ZOMR146.a.
 LY 
NEATS
 ANONYMOUS
 
Gus
 
Torres
 
LEMMEE
 
SJoE Tan 
GLIORIN1EE 
I Kmeske
 
! 
1145 
ExIGittiltr£
 ClziN 
castz 
%AT EX. 
RCON 
laICCOE, air IN
 
CAJ4SA " 
Gary  
Delamore
 
Viathfift2Ifinil
 
91/A
 
71d 
ee
 
_ 
ThP_DisiThrbbbithr231(
 zAfop 
-44tek  
"11Al!k,;'
 
, 
ZING
 
John
 Lascurettes 
ND, 
JoHe WHAT THE F 
Classified  
roes,
 For professional, 
depend-
able worry -free sorytce al Ils best 
PAM 
247-2681  IS Clara) 
FAST WORD
 PROCESSING, 125 wpm 
Oueltty 
guaranteed CompatItIve
 
student mites Theses
 
reports,  
term papers. legal documents 
Call (406)984-5203
 today'
 
FREE JOB LISTINGS & interviewing 
& lob search tips with resume 
purchase Largest ...Ilona any-
where-20 yrs els writing 
lob 
placement with a 913100°. piece-
en.' ratio success For Ap-
pointment call today 
BECAUSE
 
WE CARE, your
 employment net-
work Resumes    379-
/742..
 
Resumes  
GO WITH THE BEST' 
Top-quality
 sec 
tetanal servic for ALL your 
WORD processing
 needs
 Graph
-
IC,.
 Chart.,  letter.. reports rnenu 
sCrIpts,  resUrne11. tern" 
papers.  
theses Let our words work 
for 
you' Editing. grammar
 & spell 
checking All 
work  done on a 
PS Les. 
Printer or printing horn 
your
 disk Both IBM & 
MaclI com-
puters Special student We 
Coll
 
Primly s 
WORDWORKS
 
at 253-
680410 or 253 -WORK 
PROCESS 
IT WRITE, Faulty and etu 
dents can rely on accurate 
timely production of rewsleters,  
reports. resumes
 
publications 
manuscripts. 
correspodence.  etc 
WIII aid in grammar spoliIng-
punctuation
 For prompt. 7 day 
response. leave 'nesse. tor 
Pamela
 11140612891821
 
PROFESSIONAI TYPYING & WORD 
PROCESSING 15 years exp. 
enc. Reason.. rates & test 
turn -around  Close to campus  
Phone 
292-4096  
RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
 
Reports
 & applications
 word 
pro-
cessing Came 
constitutions
 
Bay sr. s II 
profession.
 .ry 
Ice 
Career 
Center  1765 
Scott  
Rlvd,  Santa Clara
 243.4070 
SPEEDY 
DELIVERY 
TYPING  
On campus prtk -up & delivery
 
274-0800 or beeper 236-9483 
SUCCESS 
ENTERPRISE
  Proles 
sional typing 
& 
business 
sery 
ICIM East, realiOnable.
 
A sc. 
We Call 
406-929-3025 
TYPING - 
WOAD 
PROCESSING
 
TERM 
PAPERS  
- 
REPORTS
 
THESES
 
RESUMES
 
TNT 
COMPUTER
 
PROCESSING  
1408)972
 '563
 
WORD PROCESSING
 transcription
 
Term petters 
theses  resumes 
manuscripts Fast 
turnaround 
Free disk 
store.
 Experienced 
typist and 
legal 
funscriber  365-
393
 
wolin PROCESSING 
professional
 
speedy service,  mosonable mtes 
S S. Jose
 REAP SERVICES 
call
 281-8590 
WRITING, RESEARCH. EDITING Vet 
expen at. 
800-777.7901 
NEED A 
JOB?  
GOT 
AN 
OPENING? 
WANT TO 
SELL 
YOUR
 CAMERA? 
BUY 
SOMETHING
 
HOT? 
ADVERTISE
 IN 
THE CLASSIFIED 
SECTION
 
924-3277
 
Ad 
Rates 
Minimum
 three 
lines on 
one  day 
One Two 
Three 
Day Days Days 
3 Lines $390 
S480
 
55Th 
4 
Lines
 $4
 
80 $570 
$615
 
5 
Lines  $570 
S660 
$700
 
6 Lines $655
 
$750 
S790 
Each Additional Line Add $90 
Four 
Days 
55 
50 
56
 40 
Si
 30 
58 
i 0 
Five
 
Days 
$5 
75
 
$660
 
Si 50 
5840
 
Semester Rates (All 
Issues)
 
5-9 
ines  
S50 00 
 
10.14  l ines
 570
 00 
15 PIUS I 
Ines
 $90 
00  
Phone 
924-3277  
Circles 
Classification  
Announcements
 
Automotive
 
Travel 
Stereo 
Help
 Wanted 
Housing 
Foil 
Sale  
Typing  
Each
 
Extra 
Day  
ST
 
00 
SI 
15 
ST
 30 
51
 45 
Personals
 
Services  
ost A 1 ounn 
Print 
Name 
Address
 
City
 
P. 
S1PIR 
III  II 1 
Print 
Your  Ad Here 
(co,,nrapp,,,
  
I or 
I 
T., 
. /; 
0 
15 --
SEND CHECK MONEY 
ORDER  
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State 
University  
San 
Jose.  
California  95192 
Classihect Desk Located
 
inc.&  
DEIH708
 
 
Deadline  Two days prior to 
publication
 
 Consecutive 
publication 
dates 
Only  
 No refunds
 on cancelled ads 
J 
Page 
Monday,
 May
 8,
 1989/Spartan 
Daily  
Foam 
010  I 
Papei 
food  
and drink
 
containers
 
arc 
usually
 sprayed
 with
 
polymer.  a 
thin plasti,.  
coating
 
hut 
the rest of 
the 
product
 is 
recyclable  and 
biode-
gradable.  
Woodward
 said. 
"The 
(Styrofoam)
 cup 
ss 
ill 
be 
used
 for
 five 
Minnie.,  
hut 
it yv ill he 
in the ground
 for 
thousands
 of
 
yea's.-
 
Hutto  said. 
V.Rt
 membeis 
said that 
although  
ceramic  
mugs  
would  
have  to 
be 
washed. the 
11ould not 
have much 
of 
aftect
 
on the current
 drought 
because 
the
 
v olume of water used 
would  
be
 
low Hie foot) service de-
partments
 
at 
Stantord  
and 
Berkeley  
now
 use cerium,
 mugs. Butler said. 
We hay e high -water -need 
pLuits,
 
yegetation.  
grass  
and  a 
new
 
oho 
s supposed
 to 
start  up 
in the 
middle  01 a 
drought.
 
Wood-
y% aid 
said  
-Besides. 
5% 
ate! is a reu-
sable
 
iesouice.
 is 
here
 oil is 
?nit 
Wood%
 ad said 
because 
Styro-
loam
 
is 
bulky . it 
is 
espensiye
 to 
dr,  
pose
 
of 
Say  irigs to the 
1.1111%er,11  
Al/llid  be 
"social  fold" 
it vt', ro-
tstrrrssi,'rceliiiiiriated.hesaid
 
Styrofoam 
begins  
as 
polystyrene,
 
loch is then 1mi:elect 
with a blow-
ing agent 
si 
iias
 CFCs or 
the hydro-
carbon  
Line  . Woodward  said. 
Dart 
Cr ntamei  Corp.. which pro-
,. ,des 
Food  Seis 
ice 
with Styrofoam 
Reject 
/ 
Hoaid. lie said 
1 don't think 
this  is a dead issue. 
and  I don't think 
this
 is something 
tliat's
 going to 
end here.- 
he
 said. 
There is "something 
to be said for 
depolitiva/ing  
IRA funding.- he 
said.
 
I-eh:1ring  to budget  
hearing
 
pro-
cedurcs 
that leqUire IRA 
groups to 
to the 
A.S. 
board  for 
funding.  
the 
incoming
 
board 
de 
isle-' 
is
 take would involve 
a more 
Ionic lei m planning and a "more 
in-
formational  campaign  than 
was
 run 
in this clislion.- he said. 
Rut the K,ald
 %souk] not necessar-
ily
 
call 
101- a 
lee hike,  he said. 
Rattle!. 
it might look for another 
is ay ot
 red i 
'iii 
bitting the burden
 of 
the binding to the IRA 
committee.-
Santandrea
 said 
Iii
 the 
Nht,11
 
ten ri, 
h(Meer,
 the 
urrent board 
l\ Ill 
probably approve 
tIre
 
budget
 
,iiiiinittee's  recommen-
dations
 as 
they stand. ClIls and all. 
A 
ren said 
itudget approval is on the agenda 
toi 
Wednesday's
 
A.S.  meeting. 
klon't  see that we can
 raise 
(IRA
 
!Uniting)
 to 
a 30 percent funding 
lev-
el." 
she  said. 
Budget committee members have 
said
 
they 
were forced
 to cut 
funding 
isecaiist ill a budgetary shortfall  
as-
sociated 
vs 
it ft decreasing revenue 
and chang irig  priorities. 
1.01
 
eyample.  A.S. 
Leisure 
Serv-
ices and the A.S.
 Program Board 
containers.  uses pentane as a 
blow-
ing agent.
 said
 Jim Lammers. 
the 
corporation's
 assistant 
to 
the presi-
dent. 
Pentane does not erode the ozone 
but may contribute to 
smog
 
inoblems.
 he 
said. 
Frank Schiavo, 
au 
SJSU environ-
mental 
studies  instructor, 
said some 
chemists
 
speculate  
that certain Sty-
rofoam
 
manufacturers
 are slightly al-
tering the chemical
 make-up of 
CFCs by adding an extra hydrogen 
atom
 
Officially,
 the adjusted agent can-
not be called
 a CR'. but it may still 
emit the same ozone -damaging prop-
erties, he said. 
"People think 
there  is a law on 
regulation of everything, but
 there's 
not he said.
 
Lammers said Schiavo was "par-
tially correct and partially incor-
rect.'' 
Only a third 
of Styrofoam
 man-
ufacturers were using CFCs 
to begin 
with, Lammers said. Those indus-
tries 
have since 
switched
 to using 
HCFC22. an agent that still does 
some damage to the ozone layer but 
is considered a "95 
percent im-
provement" to CFCs. The agent has 
been approved by government and 
environmental agencies, he said. 
Lammers
 maintained that Dart 
Corp. 
uses pentane 
instead  
of 
HCFC22. 
will receive extra 
Wilding next 
year  
so the groups 
can
 expand services in 
the new
 Rec Center. Child 
care  also 
will
 receive 
additional  money.
 
Its
 
really  
unfortunate
 that 
(the 
referendum)
 didn't pass."
 she said 
Its 
going
 to cause so much
 trou-
ble  
Its
 going
 to 
be next 
year's
 ad-
ministration',
 
problem,"  
Warren  
Saki.
 "They're 
going  to have 
to deal 
with
 
it. They're not 
going  to 
have
 
the money
 they 
need."  
"I don't feel
 like we got 
enough  
support
 from people like athletics," 
the people 
who would have bene-
fited from 
the fee hike,  she 
said. 
"Wednesday  I can 
just
 see the 
people 
packing 
into
 the 
boardroom"  
asking for 
more  money 
front
 the 
AS., she said.
 
Proponents  of the 
IRA
 fee hike 
hoped  that this 
week's  referendum
 
would  enable 
the
 A.S. to avoid
 simi-
lar 
problems  in the 
future.
 By elimi-
nating IRA 
funding
 requirements
 
born 
the A.S. budget
 and 
increasing  
student  fees paid 
to 
the 
university  
IRA
 
committee,  
all 
responsibility
 
and the 
means  to fulfill that 
responsi
 
bility  would he 
placed with the
 IR A 
committee. 
The 
committee 
is chaired 
by the 
A.S. 
president  and 
comprises  three
 
other  students
 and four faculty 
mem-
bers. 
The A.S. 
would  have 
remained  
free to 
augment  IRA 
committee  
con-
tributions
 if 
it
 chose 
to  do so,
 
according  to 
A.S. President
 Terry 
McCarthy.
 
"GO  FORTH YE 
MIGHTY  RACE!" 
nt.AcK
 GRADUATION COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
 
1.00 PM - SATURDAY - 
MAY 27, 1989 
1116- 
MUSIC CONCERT HALL 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
SAN JOSE STATE ALUMNUS 
DR.
 HARRY EDWARDS 
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY - U.C. BERKELEY 
CELEBRATE YOUR 
ACADEMIC 
ACIIIEVEMENT  
FOR
 MORE INFO 
CALL 924-5871 OR COME
 TO THE WEEKLY 
(:RADUATION COMMITTEE 
MEETINGS, SUNDAYS AT 6:00 
PM 
IN THE AFAM BLDG 
DEADLINE TO REGISTER IS MAY 22 
ATTENTION
 
FOREIGN
 
STUDENTS
 
The
 
Immigration
 
Service
 
requires 
all "F" 
visa
 
students 
to officially
 
extend
 their 
permit
 
to stay in the 
United
 
States  if: 
You 
have
 been in 
this  country for
 8+ 
years  
-You
 
have
 
been  here longer
 than
 the 
period  
of study 
specified 
on the 
last
 1-20 
issued  by 
this 
University
 
that 
was  
processed  by the INS. 
'There
 is 
an 
automatic
 extension of this 
date 
by 6 months 
for programs
 
of
 two 
years 
or less;
 1 year for 
programs  
of four 
years 
or less
 and 18 
months
 for 
programs of 
more 
than 
four 
years.
 
Please 
contact 
the 
Foreign
 
Student  
Office  
(Adm 
201) 
before  
June  30 
If you 
believe 
you 
might 
need 
to 
offically
 
extend  
your  stay.
 
. 
 
 
 
AND 
THE  WHOLE CITY 
  
IS 
CELEBRATING
 
Downtown.. 
.Dashing!
 Dazzling! 
Delightful!  Suddenly,
 the obvious 
place 
to
 be. And at the heart
 of it all, the Pavilion
 Shops. Bringing 
new
 life to 
downtown
 and a new 
romance to the
 city streets and
 
sidewalks. 
Celebrate the grand
 opening of the 
Pavilion  Shops and the 
revival 
of 
Downtown San 
Jose
 with four fun
-filled
 days packed 
with  
events and entertainment.
 
tir 
41.". 
 
t 
01111111111111% 
( 
GRAND  
OPENING
 
CELEBRATION
 
THURSDAY
 AT 
NOON
 
You're 
invited
 to our
 Grand 
Opening  
Ceremony,
 spectacular
 
daylight  
fireworks
 
display
 and a 
special 
performance
 by SJSU's
 
own  
Spartan
 Pep 
Band
 and 
Choraliers.
 
Thursday  
at
 5:30 p.m.,
 the 
Pavilion  
Shops
 will 
host
 A Salute
 to 
SJSU 
with more
 than 25 
SJSU 
musicians  
performing
 throughout
 
the  Pavilion 
Shops. 
IAPIWOW 
WIN
 THE
 
CARS
 
THAT
 
EVERYBODY
 
AND  
THEIR
 
MOTHER
 
WANT  TO 
OWN!
 
Imagine  
cruising
 
campus
 in 
a shiny
 new 
Mazda
 
RX-7
 
convertible!
 
Now
 
imagine
 
having  a 
spare 
to run 
around
 in 
at
 home!
 You 
could 
be 
the  
lucky
 
winner
 of 
two 
Mazda  
RX-7 
convertibles
 
from 
e 
Almaden
 
Mazada  
if you 
register
 
Saturday
 
and  
Sunday  
at
 the 
Pavilion  
Shops.
 One 
finalist
 will 
be 
drawn  
every  
hour  
and
 given
 a 
key 
that 
could  
unlock  
the 
car  of 
their 
dreams  
on 
Mother's
 Day,
 
May 
14! 
 
 
 
 
PAW LION 
SHOPS 
Heart 4,f the New Downtown 
First and San 
Fernando  
At
 Fairmont Plaza 
Downtown 
San  lose 
